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Abstr:aet. There has boen considerable interest in the design of mullidimensional (MO) fill~ banU. MD filler
banbi find applicalion in subband coding of images l\IId vidcod3l.a. MO filter banks can be designed by cascading
one-dimensionaJ (1 0) filter banks in the form ofa lree SlTUaure. In Ihis case, the individuallinalysis l\IId synlhestS
fillers are separ.abIe and the filler bank is called. sepanble tiller bank. MD filter banks with non~1e fillers
offer more f1c~ibilily and usually provide beller perform:lnte. Nonecheless. their design is considerably more
difficute !han scparabIe filter banbi. The purpo&e of chis p8pCl" is 10 provide an overview of developmenlS in !his
tield 00 the design Icchniqucs for MO tiller banks. Il'IOSIly lwo-dirnensional (20) titeer banks. In some image
coding applicalions. the 20 two-channel filler banks are of &:real importance. panicularly tile filler bank wilh
dilUl1Ond-shaped filtcr5. We will present several design leclIIIiqucs for tile 2D two-channcl nonseparable tilter
banks. As lhe design of MD filters are IlOI as Inlttable as thai of 10 fillL'rs, we seck design l«hniqucs thai do
IlOI mvoh-e dlrecl opIimiUllion of MD filters. To racililale this. lransronn::uions lhal tum a separable MD tilter
bank into a nonsep.:tr:lble one are developed. Abo. lJansformalions of 10 filter banks 10 MD tilter banks are
invesligated. We will n,:view some: desIgns of MD tilter banks using transfOfllUltions. In lhe OOl\teJlt or I D filter
bank design. the cosine modul:ued filler bank (CMFB) is well·known for its design and implernentatlondJicicncy.
All the analysis tillers are rosine modolaled \"C1'Sions of a prototype tiller. 'The design cost of the tilter bank is
equivalent to thai of tile protocype and the lmplemcntalion comple~ity is comparable to that of tile protOl:ype pIllS a
low-complexity matri~ TheStJ«eS5 witlll 0 CMFB motivale thcgeneraliUlion to the 2D case. We will construct
the 2D CMFB by following a \'er)' dose analOJY of ID case. II is well-kllOWll thai the I D loss1ess systems can
be cllaracterized by Slale space deseriptiOll. In ID. lhe connection betweeJI the Ioss.lessness of a IrMSrer matrix
and the onitariness of the realiution matrix is welJ-estllblislled. We will presenlthe developments on the study
or 20 1000less systems. As in I D case. the 2D FIR lossless systems eatl be ch.arntlClized in temtS or Slate space
rea1i7..ations. We will review this. and lhen address the factorizability of2D AR lossless syslems by using the
properties of Stale space realiUliQlu.

I.

lnt..odudion

One-dimensional (10) filter banks have been shown 10 be very useful in subband coding
applications. The typical applications of ID filter banks are in the coding of speech and
music (551. For multidimensional (MO) filter banks. applications include coding and
compression of images and video data. Consider the filler bank in Fig. 1.1. Two of the
basic building blocks are the decimator M and the expander M. In ID systems, the M-fold
decimator keeps only the samples rnat are mulliples of M. In D-dimensional systems, the
decimator M is a D x D nonsingular integer matrix. The decimation matrix M keeps those
samples that are on the lattice generated by M. The lattice generated by an integer matrix
M is the set of integer vectors of Ihe form
Md,

for some D x I integer veClor d.
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Fig.." J.l. The laltiQe genemted by Q. the quincunx tanke.

For example. let M be the quincunx maltix Q defined as
(1.1)

The lattice of Q is as shown in Fig. 1.2 and is cal1ed the quincunx Janice. The output
of the decimator Q contains only the samples on the lattice of Q. Suppose the system in
Fig. 1.1 has input X (z), then the output of the filter bank X(Z} consists of X (z)T(z) and
some aliasing tcnns. When the output is free from aliasing error, the system is LTI with
transfer function 7(z), called the distonion function. If T(z) is a delay, the alias~free filter

bank is said to have perfect reconstruction.
The simplest way to design MD filter banks is to cascade 10 filter banks in the fonn of
a tree StruClOrc. In these tree-structured filter banks, the decimation matrix M is diagonal
and data is processed in each dimension separately. This type of systems is referred to
as separable. For a D dimensional separable filter bank, design cost is equivalent to D
times that of 10 filter banks; complexity of design and implementation grows linearly
with the number of dimensions. However, in this case, the suppons of the analysis and
synthesis filter are D-dimensional rectangles, e.g., rectangles in two-dimensional (20)
case. In nonseparable filter banks, the suppons of the analysis and synthesis filters could
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have a variety of shapes, e.g.. parallelepipeds that are not rectangles. Usually different
support configurations are desired for different applications. For example, consider 2D
two-channel systems. If we use a separable system, the support configuration will be as
in Fig. l.3(a) or Fig. 1.3(b) when the analysis and synthesis filters have real coefficients.
(lllc analysis and the synlhesis filters Iypically have lhe same supports; only the supports
of lite analysis filters are shown.) Because the human eye is less sensitive to high frequency
component. in some applications of image coding it is desired thai onc subband has as much
low frequency infonnation as possible. For these applications, a support configuration as
shown in Fig. 1.4 might yield better resulls [7). Due to the shapes of the lowpass filters,
this system is termed a diamond filter bank. In directional subband coding applications
(3). [30], whcre directional sensitivity of the filters is important. the use of quadrant filter
banks (Fig. 1.5) or filter banks with fan filters (Fig. 1.6) might be preferred. None of
these support configurations, diamond, quadrant or fan, can be achieved by separable filter
banks. Although nonseparable filter banks offer mOl"e flexibility and usually provide better
perfommnce. in most cases their design is considerably more difficult than separable filter
banks. The implementation complexity of nonseparable filter banks is usually also higher.
Filter banks for the application of subband coding of speech were introduced in the 1970s
(12). Since then. studies on filter banks and subband coding have been booming 111-[141.
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(I7H35J.(37)-[39J, [41 H55]. Activities in lhe area of MO filter banks started in 1980s.
Some of the earliest contributions were due to Vcttcrli [52), and Woods and O'Neil (54].
The idea of lattice decimation and expansion is an indispensable aspect of MD multirate
systems. An introduction to MO sampling and signal processing can be found in (15). A
more detailed treatment is given in (50]. The theoretical aspects of MD systems are studied
in [5]. An excellent tutorial of MO filter banks is given in {53}. Review of fundamentals of
MD filter banks can be found at (48}, [7), [Chapter 12, 50]. Results on the commutativity
ofMO deeimators and expanders have been reported in (27). (221, [6), (171, [181. Recently,
the relation between filter banks and discrete wavelet transfoml has been extended to MO
case (IIJ. [28]. and wilt nOI be elaborated in this paper.

/./.

Scope and Overview

The purposc of this paper is to provide an overview of developments on the design of MO
filter banks, mostly 20 filter banks. Several design techniques for MO nonseparable filler
banks will be discussed in this paper. They are outlined as follows.

/. Two-dimensional two-channe/filrer banks (Sec. II)
Commonly used 20 Iwo-<:hannel filler banks. Many studies h.ave been done on 20 twochannel filter banks (Fig. I.I with Idel MI = 2). In particular, the diamond filter bank
(Fig. 1.4), first introduced by Vetterli {52}, is of special interest in some image coding
applications. The decimation matrix M for the diamond filter bank is usually the quincunx:
matrix: Q as in (1.1). There is also some interest in the filter bank with quadrant filters as
shown in Fig. 1.5. [3], [3OJ. [45]. The support of Ho(z) is in quadrants I and III while the
support of HI (z) is in quadrants II and IV. Filter banks in which the filters have parallelogram
supports areofimportance in some applications (3]. Several possible parallelogram supports
for the analysis and synthesis filters arc shown in Fig. 1.7. The filter bank with fan filters
(Fig. 1.6) is closely related to the diamond filter bank. From Fig. 1.6. we see that the fan
filters can be obtained by shifting the diamond filters by (1f O)T in rrequency domain.
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Design techniques
Design of the diamond filter bank. Most of the de ign techniques for 20 two-channel
systems are developed for the diamond filler bank. For the two-channel systems, there are
only four filter, lWO analysis filters and two synthesis filters. So in orne de ign , two
(or three) of the four fillers are chosen such lhat the y lern is alias free. The remaining
two (or one) fillers are then optimized to achieve approximate recon truction [3], [52]
or perfecl reconstruction [I], [2], [24], [38], [45]. As 20 filters are con iderably more
difficult to design than 10 filters, in many cases (approximate reconstruction or perfect
recon (ruction) the 2D filter are obtained from ID filters by appropriate mappings [13], [24], [38], [45]. In [2], Ansari and Lau proposed a de ign technique for the perfect
reconstruction diamond filter bank. A polyphase mapping method i proposed therein to
design llR analysis filters. For filter banks with RR filter, several 1D to 2D transformations
have been considered. For example, the McClellan transformation is used in [I]. In [45],
a more general transformation is considered and the design technique can be used for the
diamond filter bank, the quadrant filler bank or filter banks with other types of supports.
More recently [24], [38], a polyphase mapping similar to that in [2] is used to design a
diamond filter bank. This technique allows the use of FIR or llR filter, and moreover, in
the llR case the filters are guaranteed to be cau al and stable.
Design ofother types offilter banks. The design of the other commonly used filter bank
is clo ely related to that of the diamond filter bank. The fan filters (Fig. 1.6) are hifted
versions of the diamond filters and hence can be obtained by first designing the diamond
filter bank. The filler bank in which the filters have parallelogram supports (Fig. 1.7) can
be derived from the diamond filter bank by using the so-called unimodular transformation.
This will be addressed in Sec. III. Some of the de ign techniques developed for the diamond
filler bank [24], [38], [45], can be applied to the quadrant filter bank (Fig. 1.5) with some
modifications.
In Sec. n, we will review two design techniques for the diamond filter bank. The first
one proceeds along the line of [I] and the second one proceeds along the line of [24], [38].
A design example of the diamond filter bank through the second approach is also given in
Sec. n. Although the design of quadrant filter banks (Fig. 1.5) i not mentioned in these
references, we will ee that the generalization to quadrant filter banks can be achieved easily.
2. Designs ofMD multiple channel filter banks /Ising transfonnations (Sec. Ill)
As MD nonseparable filter banks are considerably more difficult to design than I D filter
banks, various ID to MO transformations have been propo ed for designing suboptimal
MD filter banks without actually optimizing MD fillers. In the design of two-channel
2D filter banks (Sec. II), we will see uch examples. For filter banks with more than two
channels, two type of transformation have been proposed. In [49], the o-called unimodular
transformation is developed. By use of the unimodular transformation, we can convert a
MD separable filler bank to a nonseparable one. Consider aD-dimensional M -channel
filler bank with separable filters. Applying unimodular transformation on the separable
sy tern, the new filter bank is still D-dirnensional and has M channel , but the new analysis
12

Flg..rt 1.8. Tree structured lIllalysis filler blllllr::. Spliuing orthe lib subband.

aM synthesis filters are nonseparable. Using the unimodular transfonnation, we will sec
that lhe 20 two-channel filter banks with parallelogram-supported filters (Fig. 1.7) can be
derived from lhe diamond filter bank. In [431. Shah and Kalker shKlied transfonnations
of 10 filter banks to D-dimensional filler banks. TIley proposed a 10 to D-dimensional
transformation that preserves perfect reconstruction. We will present a review of lhcse two
transformations in Sec. III.

3. Tru-structuredfiltu banks (Sec. IV)
Given an analysis filter bank, suppose we take a panicular subband and split it into furlher subbands as shown in Fig. 1.8. By repeating this operation, we can actually build
up a tree structured analysis bank. The mOst common example of a 10 tree structured
filter bank is the one that results in a octave stacking of the passbands. In the 20 case,
tree structures based on simple two-channel modules can offer sophisticated band-spJilting
schemes (sophisticated suppons), especially if we combine the various configurations in
Fig. 1.4-Fig. 1.7 appropriately. The directional filter bank developed by Bamberger and
Smith (Fig. 1.9) is such an example [31. We will review a number of tree structure examples
in Sec. Iv'

4. Two-dimensional cosine modufatedfilrer bank (Sec. V-VII)
The one-dimensional (10) cosine modulated filter bank (CMFB) has been studied exten-

sively in the past IlOj, 14 I I. 1371, [39], 135], [261. In the 10 CMFB. each analysis and
synthesis filter is a cosine modulated version of one or two prototype filters. The CMFB
has the advantages of low design cost and low implementation complexity. The success
with 10 CMFB motivates the construction of 20 CMFB [19J, 1201, [291. 132J, [3 I I. The
separable 20 CMFB can always be obtained through concatenation of two 10 CMFB by
using a tree structure. Our interest here is in designing a nonseparable 20 CMFB. The
prot()(ype filter is in general a nonseparable 2D FIR filter with a parallelogram support.
Each analysis and synlhesis filter is a cosine modulated version of lhe prototype, and is also
nonseparable. In the separable 20 CMFB case, each individual filter consists of four shifts
of a separable 20 pr()(otype. However, the real-coefficient constraint on the analysis filter
13
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1.9. Supports of the llnnlysis filtetS in the directionnllilter bank.

requires only two copies of the prototype. We can conceive Ihat in the more general 20
CMFD the analysis fillers can have two or four shifted copies of the prototype. So we will
consider two classes of 20 AR paraunitary cosine modulated filter banks: the (wo-<:opy
CMFB and the four-copy CMFB. In the two-copy CMFB, each analysis filter contains
two copies of the prolOtype and in the four-copy CMFB, each analysis filler contains fOUf
copies of the protOtype. The filter bank will eventually be constrained to be paraunitary;
the synthesis filters have the same support as the corresponding analysis filters.
The construction of the two-copy CMFB is analogous to the conslruction of 10 CMFB.
Fora filter bank with decimation matrilt M, non-diagonal in general, we stan from a unifonn
20 OFT filter bank with twice the number of channels. All the filters in the OFT filter bank
is a shifted version of a prototype filter, which has a parallelogram support. The filters in the
OFT filter bank are shifted and then paired to obtain real-coefficient analysis fillers. Each
analysis filter consists of two copies of the prototype and is a cosine modulated version of
the prototype. We then study how to cancel major aliasing and constrain the prototype to
ensure perfect reconstruction of the two-copy CMFB.
The four-copy CMFB will be constructed in a similar way. But in the four-copy case,
we start from a unifonn OFT filter bank with four times the number of channels. Then
we shift the filters in the OFT filter bank and combine four shifted filters to obtain realcoefficient analysis filters. Necessary conditions on the decimation matrix will be derived
for cancellation of major aliasing.

5. Two-dimt!nsiOfUll FIR lossfus sysums (Sec. VIll)

In aM-channel paraunitary filter bank. the polyphase matrilt of the analysis bank E(z)
is paraunitary, [50j. If in addition to being paraunitary, E(z) is causal and stable, we
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say E(.::) is lossless. Lossless matrices play an important role in the study and design
of paraunitary systems. The 10 AR lossless systems have been studied extensively in
the past. It is known that 10 causal rational systems can be described by state space
description. Moreover. the ID FIR lossless systems can be characteri7.cd in terms of state
space reali7.ation. The connection between the losslessness of the transfer matrix and the
unitariness of the realization matrix is well-established [46]. [50J. This connection also
forms the basis for the factorization result developed in (14]. It is shown therein that the
class of ID FIR losslcss systems can be factorized into some basic building blocks. To be
more specific. we need to introduce the notion of degree for causal systems. Let E(z) be a
causal system. then its degree is the minimum number of delay units (i.e., Z-I) required to
implement E(z). It is shown in [14J that. all the IDAR lossless systems can be expressed
as a product of a unitary matrix and degree-one building blocks. Similar approach can be
attempted in the 20 case, but the details are more involved. An extensive study has been
made by Venkataraman and Levy [51] and independently by Basu, Choi. and Chiang [4).
In Sec. VIII we will review some of the results in [51].14].

1.2.

Paper Outline and Notations

Paper outline. This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 11 is devoted to the designs of 20
two-channel filter banks. particularly the diamond filter bank and the quadrant filter bank.
In See. III. we discuss the design of MO filter banks by using transformations. Some useful
special cases of tree-structured filter banks are given in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we introduce
the two-copy CMFB and four-copy CMFB. Several issues that arise in the design of 20
CMFB will also be addressed. Details of two-copy CMFB and four-copy CMFB are given
respectively in Sec. VI and VII. Developments in the study of 20 AR lossless systems are
presented in Sec. VIII. We will sce the characterization of20 AR lossless systems in terms
of state space realization. FaclOrizability of20 AR lossless systems will also be discussed
in Sec. VIII. Except for the results presented in Sec. Ill, all the design techniques discussed
in this paper arc developed for 2D systems.
Notations. Notations in this paper are as in 150).1 In particular. we will use the following
notations.
(a) Boldfaced lower case letters are used to represent vectors and boldfaced upper case
leiters are reserved for matrices. The notations AT. A' . and At represent the transpose.
conjugate. and transpose-conjugate of A. The 'tilde' notation is defined as follows:
A(z) ~ At(l/z·).
(b) When a function has vector argument. e.g. P(z). z = (zo
use P(z) and P (zo Zl . •• :1:D_I) interchangeably.

ZI

. ..

ZD_l)T, we will

(c) The notation It denotes a k x k identity matrix, and the subscript will be omiued when
it is clear from the context.
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1.3.

Summary of Integer Matrius and Multirate Systems

Fundamentals of integer matrices and multirate systems ean be found in [71. (481. [50l.

(53J. A summary is given below.
1.3. I.
I.

Fundamtllfals of integer matrices

Uni"wdu/ar matrix. An integer matrix U is unimodular if 1del UI = I.

2. The norations N(M), J(M) and SPD(M). Let M be a D x D nonsingular integer
matrix. The notation N(M) is defined as the set of integer vectors of the form Mx,
where x e (0, nD • The number of elements in N(M) is denoted by J(M), which
is equal to IdetMI. In 1D case D = I. and N(M) = 10. 1.2..... M - I}. The
symmetric parallelepiped S P OeM) is defined as S P D(M) = IMx. x e [-1. I)D} .

3. Division theorem for integer vectors. Let M be a D x D matrix and n be a D x 1
integer vector. We can express n as n = no + Mk, Do e N(M). Moreover, no and k
are unique. This relation is denoted by

0

= no mod M.

4. Lattices. The lattice generated by an integer matrix M is denoted by LAT(M).
5. The Smith form. A D x D integer matrix M can always be factorized as M = UA V.
where U and V are unimodular integer matrices and A is a diagonal integer matrix.
Furthermore, we can always ensure lIlat the diagonal clements [Alii of A are positive
integers and (Alii divides (Aj;+l.i+l. In this case, A is unique and is called the Smilll
fonn ofM.

1.3.2.

Basic notions jf! MD muftirare systems

I. Fourier transfonn and Z-Iransjon". Consider a D dimensional signal xCn), where n is
a D x I integer column vector. The Fourier transformation and z..transform of x(n)
will be denoted respectively by X(w) and X (z); they will be distinguished by the given
argument. w for Fourier transform and z for Z-transform. The Fourier transform of
x(n) is defined as
X(w) =

L

x(n)e- JwTn ,

noN
where w is a D x 1 vector with w = (tuo WI ..• WD_I )T and N is the set of all
D x 1 integer vectors. The Z-transform of x(o), where it converges. is given by

x (z) =

L

x(n)z-n,

n<Al'
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Figure /. /0. (a) The decimation matrix M, (b) the expansion matrix M and (c) Ihe decimalor followed by expander.

where z = (zo ZI : .. ZD-I )T. A vector raised to a vector power, as in z-n above,
gives a scalar quantity defined as

2. A filter H(z) is called Nyquist(M) if h(Mo) has only one nonzero coefficient. In ID
ca e, if M = 2, H(z) is called a halfband filter.
3. Decimators and expanders. For an M-fold decimator (1.IO(a», the input x(o) and the
output y(o) are related by y(o) = x (Mn). In the frequency domain, the relation i
I

L

Yew) = - X(M-T(w - 2;rrk».
J (M) keN(MT)

Given an M-folcJ expander (Fig. 1.1O(b», the inputx(n) and the output y(o) are related
by

y

( ) _ {X(M-1n), 0 E LAT(M)
0 0,
otherwise.

In the frequency domain, the relation i Yew)

X(M T w), or equivalently Y(z) =

X(zM), where zM is defined as

with mi denoting the ith column of M.
4. Decimationfollowed by expansion. Con ider the concatenation of the M-fold decimator
and the M-fold expander in Fig. I.W(c). The input x (0) and the output yen) are related
by
_ {X(O), 0 E LAT(M)

y (n ) -

0,

otherwise.
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~

~
Figure 1.1 I. Noble identitie for multidimensional decimalors and expanders.

In the frequency domain, the relation becomes

L

I
Y(w)=-X(w-2nM- T k).
J (M) keN(MT)

The output Yew) contain X(w) and J(M) - 1 shifted versions X(w - 2JrM-T k)
(images of X (w».

5. Noble identities. Fig. 1.11 hows two useful multirate identities for multidimensional
sy terns. The e allow the movement of multirate building block across transfer function under some conditions.
6. Perfect reconstruction MD filter bank. Consider the MD filter bank in Fig. 1.1. Let
N(M T ) = ( ~ }:~~)-] and the vector ko = Q. The output X(w) is given by
J(M)-l

X(w) = T(w)X(w)

+

L

A;(w)X(w - 2JrM- T k j ).

(1.2)

;:0]

where T(w) is the distortion function and Aj(w) is the ith aliasing transfer function.
The distortion function T(w) is defined as
I
T(w) = - J(M)

J(M)-]

L

Hm(w)Fm(w).

m=O

The ith aliasing tran fer function A;(w) is defined a

The MD filter bank is free from aliasing if A;(w) = O. for i = 1,2,···. J (M) - I.
The filter bank has perfect reconstruction if it is free from aliasing and the di tortion
function T(w) is a delay. In this ca c, X(w) is a caled and delayed version of X(w).
As in I D filler bank. the perfect recon truction condition can be interpreted in terms
18

H,(w)

M

~(w)

M

Nlun 2. J. l'wo-dimensionaltw<H:hanneJ filter bank. where M is a 2 by 2 integer matnx with Idel MI-2.

of the polyphase matrices. Using polyphase decomposition, the analysis and synthesis
filters have the fonn

L

Hm(w) =

£",.;(M T w)t-iwrn,.

m = 0,1, .... J(M) - I.

D,ENcMJ

F",(w) =

L

Ri.",(M T w)e

iwrn

"

m = O. I ..... J(M) - I.

n,ENtM)

=

=

The J(M) x J(M) matrices E(w) and R(w) with rE(w)]",..
E",,;<w) and IR(w)J"'.1
R",./(w) are respectively called the polyphase matrices for the analysis bank and the
synthesis bank. The MO filter bank has perfect reconstruction if R(w)E(w) = I.

2.

Two-Dimensional Two-Channel Filter Banks

Consider the 20 two-channel filter bank in Fig. 2.1, where the decimation matrix M is a
2 x 2 integer matrix with 1det MI = 2. For the diamond filter bank. the decimation matrix
is usually the quincunx matrix Q as defined in (1.1). The supports of the analysis filters
are shown in Fig. 1.4. As there are only four filters in the filter bank, two analysis and two
symhesis filters, it is possible to design perfect reconstruction diamond filter bank without
direct optimization of 20 filters. The design can be first reduced to that of two 20 filters.
which can be further reduced to the design of I D fillers. More precisely. we can design the
diamond filter bank by the following IwO steps.

I. Reducing the design o/the diamondfilter bank to tlUlt o/two 2D filters rI I. If we choose
HI (z) and F I (z) appropriately. we can reduce the design of the diamond filter bank 10
that of Ho(z) and Fo(z). In this case. the filter bank has perfect reconstruclion if and
only if Ho(z)Fo(z) is Nyquist(Q). (The definition of a Nyquisl(Q) filtcr is as given in
Sec. 1.3.2.) So the design of the diamond filler bank is reduced to the design of 20
filters Ho(z) and Fo(z).
2.

Design 0/ Ho(z) alld Fo(z) such that Ho(z) Fo(z) is Nyquist(M). Two approaches can be
used 10 carry out this step. Both design techniques involve only the design of 10 fillers:
no 20 optimization is required. In the first approach [1 I, the McClellan transfonnation
is employed to convert the 2D filter design problem to a similar ID problem. In the
second approach [241, 1381, we will usc a Nyquist(M) approach to further simplify the
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design of Ho(z) and Fo(z) to the design of a Nyquist(Q) filter Ho(z) only. After this,
we use the o-called polyphase mapping [24], [38] to design the 20 filter Ho(z) from
a JD filter.
We will see that the above design procedures can be applied to the quadrant filter bank
(Fig. 1.5) with some modification .

2.1.
2././.

Design ojthe Diamond Filter Bank
Reducing the filter bank design problem to a constrained 2D filter-design problem

9.

Consider the filter bank in Fig. 2.1 with decimation matrix M = Q, where i as defined
in (1.1). With thi choice of M, it can be verified from (1.2) that the output X (z) and input
X(z) are related by X(z) = A(z)X(-z)+ T(z)X(z), where A(z) and T(z) are respectively
the alias tran fer function and the distortion function given by
1

A(z) =

2 (Ho(-z)Fo(z) + H\(-z)FI(z»

T(z) =

2 (Ho(z)Fo(z) + Hj(z)F\(z».

I

(2.1)

The system i alias free if the alias tran fer function A(z) = O. The system has perfect
reconstruction if it i alias free and the distortion function T(z) is a delay. For alias
cancellation, we choose the following highpass analysis and synthesis filters
(2.2)

HJ(z) = zo' Fo(-z),

With this choice, the alias cancellation condition A(z) = 0 is satisfied. Furthermore, HI (z)
and F\ (z) will have the desired support if Ho(z) and Fo(z) have the desired support of the
lowpas filters in Fig. 1.4. In thi ca e the distortion function i
T(z)

= 2I (Ho(z) Fo(z) + Ho(-z) Fo(-z»

,

which is a delay if and only if Ho(z) Fo(z) is a Nyquist(Q) filter.
So the deSign of perfect reconstruction diamond filter bank reduces to the design of
diamond-shaped Ho(z) and Fo(z) such that Ho(z)Fo(z) i a Nyquist(Q) filter.

2./.2.

Design of Ho(z) and Fo(z) such that Ho(z) Fo(z) is Nyquist(Q): method /

In method I, we will use the McClellan tran fomlation to simplify the design problem of
20 filters Ho(z) and Fo(z). In particular, we can convert the design of Ho(z) and Fo(z) into
a imilar JD problem: de ign of ID filters H(z) and F(z) such that H(z)F(z) is halfband

(i.e.• Nyqui t(2». The analysis and ynthesis filters in this ca e are FIR and linear-phase.
McClellan transformation. This transformation was proposed by McClellan in 1976
and has been since a popular method in designing 20 filters [15], [36]. It converts a
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ID zero phase filter into a 20 zero phase filter. The procedure of applying McClellan
transfonnation on aiD zero phase filter PCl) is as follows. Any 10 zero phase filler PCl)
with real coefficients can be expressed in the fonn PCl) = L:~ fiCn)(, + ,-I)". where
fi(n) isreal. Thus PCl) = P(z+C I ), where P(x) is the polynomial P(x) = L:-o p(n)x".
Given such a I D filter PCz), consider the 20 filter defined from the underlying polynomial
P(x)

as follows

= P(M(zo, ,Il), where
l
M(zo,zl) = ao+OI(.ZO+ZOI)+Ot(ZI +ll )
PO(ZO,41)

+a)(ZOZ11

+ lOll]} + lLI(ZQZI + 4Olzl l ).

(2.3)

With different choice of ai. the 20 filter Po(z) has different frequency response.
For our purpose, the appropriate choice of M(zQ. Zl) is Md(z.o. ll), where
(2.4)

If lhe ID filter PCl) is lowpass as shown in Fig. 2.2, lhen Po(z) has a diamond-shaped
suppor1 as shown in Fig. 1.4(a). FUr1hennore. it can be verified that if the 10 filter P(z) is
half-band. then the 20 filter Po(z) is Nyquist(Q).
The two steps involved in designing the analysis bank I Ho(z). Fo(z)} are;
I. Design 10 zero-phase filters H(z) and F(z) such that O(z) = H(z)F(z) is halfband.
2. Apply the McClellan transfonnation Mt/(z) on H(z) and F(z) to get the 20 filters Ho(z)
and FoCt).

1£ the 10 filters 1I(l) and F(z) are lowpass as in Fig. 2.2. the 20 filters Ho(z) and
Fo(z) have the desired diamond support shown in Fig. 1.4(a). As H(z)F(z) is halfband.
the product filter Ho(z) Fo(z) is Nyquist(Q); perfect reconstruction is guaranteed. Because
ibe 2D filters designed i.hrough the McClellan lransfonnation arc FIR and linear-phase, all
the analysis and synthesis filters arc AR and linear-phase. We observe that the remaining
nontrivial part of this technique is the design of ID zero-phase filters H (z) and F(z) such
that H (z) F(l) is halfband. The design of such H (z) and F(z) is discussed next.
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Design of 1D zero-phase filters Ho(z) and Fo(z) such that Ho(z)Fo(z) is haljbal/d

We will discuss two approache for thi . These two approaches are elaborated below.
1. Factorization approach [1]. We can fir t de ign a zero-phase halfband D(z) and
then factorize D(z) into linear phase H(z) and F(z). The technique described in [47] can
be used to design linear-pha e halfband D(z). We can also choose D(z) to be a Lagrange
filter [45], which is a well-known class of zero-phase halfband filters that can be expressed
in clo ed form. However, thi design of H(z) and F(z) involves factorization of D(z). We
will see that the Nyqui t(2) approach to be introduced next require no factorization.
2. Nyquist(2) approach [25], [38]. Suppo e H (z) itself is a Nyquist(2) (i.e., halfband)
filter. It can be verified if H (z)F(z) has to be halfband, then F(z) is nece arily of the form
F(z) = 1+ (2y(z) - I)H("':"'z), for some halfband filter y(z). Conversely, H(z)F(z) is
a halfband filter for any choice of halfband H(z) and y(z). For implicity, let us choose
y(z) = H(z). Then
F(z)

= 1+ (2H(z) -

I)H(-z).

It follows that if H(z) i lowpass, F(z) is also lowpass. Zero-pha e property of H(z)
implies zero-phase property of F(z). Through thi approach, we only need to design H (z),
which can be easily done using any design technique for linear pha e halfband filters. This
Nyquist(2) approach can be extended to 20 case and the 20 exten ion will be the fir t step
for the second design method of Ho(z) and Fo(z).

2.1.3.

Design of Ho(z) alld Fo(z) such that Ho(z) Fo(z) is Nyquist(Q): method 2

This method can be described by the following two teps, [24], [38].
Step I. U e a Nyquist(Q) approach to simplify the design of Ho(z) and Fo(z) to only
the design of a Nyqui t(Q) filter Ho(z). Step 2. Design a Nyquist(Q) filter Ho(z) with a
diamond support.
The resulting filter bank has some very attractive propertie . The individual filters can be
FIR or DR. Detailed discussion will be given in Sec. 2.3.
Step 1. yquist(Q) approach. Let Ho(z) be a Nyquist(Q) filter and Ho(z)+ Ho( -z) = I.
We can verify that if Ho(z) Fo(z) is also Nyqui t(Q), then Fo(z) is necessarily of the form
Fo(z) = 1+ (2y(z) - l)Ho(-z), for some Nyqui t(Q) filter y(z). For simplicity, we can
choose y(z) = Ho(z), then
Fo(z) = 1 + (2Ho(z) - I)Ho(-z).

For this choice of Fo(z), the product filter Ho(z) Fo(z) is Nyquist(Q) if Ho(z) i Nyquist(Q).
So perfect recon truction of the diamond filter bank is guaranteed if Ho(z) is Nyquist(Q). As
Nyqui t(Q) i the only condition on Ho(z), Ho(z) can be FIR or JIR. Furthermore, if Ho(z)
has a diamond-shaped upport as shown in Fig. 1.4(a), Fo(z) has the same diamond-shaped
support. So the remaining task is to design Ho(z) uch that it is Nyquist(Q) and has the
diamond support in Fig. l.4(a).
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Step 2. Design of Nyquist(Q) Ho(z) with a diamond support. The McClellan transformation can be used to design such Ho(z). Let H (z) be a I D zero-pha e halfband filter
with support as shown in Fig. 2.2. By using the McClellan transformation in (2.4) on H (z).
we can obtain a Nyquist(Q) filter Ho(z) with a diamond support. Because the 2D filters
designed through McClellan tran formation arc FIR and have linear phase, all the analysis
and synthesis filters are FIR and are constrained to have linear phase. Next, we use a
polypha e mapping method to design Ho(z). In this method, Ho(z) can be FIR or IlR and
need not have linear pha e in FIR case.
Polyphase mapping approach. As Ho(z) is Nyquist(Q), without 10 s of generality, it
can be expressed as
.
I
Ho(z) = '2(1

+ Zo I {3(zQ».

In this case, Ho(z) remains Nyquist(Q) for any choice of {3(z). AI 0 let H(z) be a ID
halfband filter with support as shown in Fig. 2.2, then H(z) can be expressed as
1
H(z) = '2(1

+ z- l a(z2».

(2.5)

We will see that if we choose
(2.6)
then Ho(z) has the desired diamond support. The 1D polyphase component a(z) can be FIR
or IIR and hence the 2D filter Ho(z) can be FIR or IIR. As a(z) is the polyphase component
of the ID filter H(z) and {3(z) is lhe polyphase component of the 2D filter Ho(z), lhis
method is termed the polyphase mapping method. This mapping can also be obtained by
starting from the tran formation reported in [9].
The reason why lhe mapping in (2.6) give the de ired response for Ho(z) is as follows.
Notice that if H(z) is lowpass with support as shown in Fig. 2.2, then

z_I a (2)
7

~

~

{I,

W

E (-rr /2, rr /2)

(see Fig. 2.3)

-I, otherwise.

(2.7)

It follows that
(z Z )-1/2 a (Z z )

o

and

1

0

~

I ""

{I,
(wo + wd E (-IT, IT),
-I, otherwise,

(zozi"I)-1/2 a (zozi"l)

~

(w 0 -

{1'1
-

,

~l) E

0 th erwlse.

(see Fig. 2.4(a»
(see Fig. 2.4(b»

(-IT, IT),

So zol {3(zQ) = Zola(zoZl)a(zoZi"I), which is the product of (ZOZI)-1/2a (ZOZI) and
(ZOZ.I)-1/2a (zozi"I), has the following response
-1 f30(zQ)
Zo

~ {I,

W E lh~ diamond region in Fig. 1.4(a).
_I, otherwise.

Fig. 2.4(c) implies that Ho(w) has the desired diamond support.
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(c)
(b) (lOlll)-l{2Cl'(~tll), and (c) tQl,8(J.Q) for the

2.2.
2.2. J.

Desigll of tile Quadrant Filter Bank
Reducing the filter bank design to a constrained 2D filter-design problem

For the quadrant filter bank, the decimation matrix will be denoted as D, where
(2.8)

Consider the filter bank in Fig. 2.1 with decimation matrix M = D. The output X(z)
and input X(z) in this case are related by X(z) = A(z)X(-zo, Zl) + T(z)X(z). The alias
transfer function A (z) is given by

The distortion function T(z) is as given in (2.1). Consider the following choice of the filters
HI (z) and F1 (z).

This choice gives us exact cancellation of aliasing, i.e. A(z) = O. Also HI (z) and F 1 (z)
have the desired support as in Fig. 1.5(b) if Ho(z) and Fo(z) have supports in quadrant I
and ill a in Fig. 1.5(a). For the above choice of filters, the distortion function is given by
T(z) =

I

2" (Ho(z)Fo(z) + H o( -Zo, zl)Fo( -Zo, ZI»

.

The quadrant filter bank has perfect reconstruction if and only if Ho(z) Fo(z) is Nyquist(D).
Similar to the diamond case, the design problem of the filter bank reduces to the de ign of
quadrant filters Ho(z) and Fo(z) such that Ho(z) Fo(z) is a Nyquist(D) filter.
2.2.2.

Design of Ho(l.) and Fo(z) such that Ho(z)Fo(z) is Nyquist(D): method J

In the diamond filter bank, we have used a special case of McClellan tran formation, namely
(2.4), to de ign a 2D diamond- haped filter. Here we will consider a different choice of
McClellan tran formation that converts a ID zero-phase lowpass filter into a 2D quadrant
filter. Let P (z) be a I D zero-phase filter with support as in Fig. 2.2. Consider the McClellan
transformation
Mq(z) =

2"1 (ZOl.l + Zo_I ZI_I

-I

- ZOZI

-I

- Zo ZI).

(2.9)

Ifwe apply this transformation on P(l.), the resulting 2D filter Po(z) has quadrant support as
shown in Fig. 1.5(a). Moreover, if the ID filter P(l.) is halfband, then Po(z) is Nyquist(D).
As in the diamond case, let H(z) and F(z) have support a in Fig. 2.2 and let H(z)F(z)
be a haIfband filter. Then we apply the McClellan transformation described in (2.9) on
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H(Z) and F(z) to obtain 20 filter Ho(z) and Fo(z). The resulting Ho(z) and Fo(z) are
quadrant filters as in Fig. 1.5(a). As H (z) F(z) is halfband, Ho(z) Fo(z) is a Nyquist(D)
filter; perfect recon truction of the quadrant filter bank is assured. Also, as the 2D filters
designed through the McClellan tran formation are FIR and linear-phase, all the analy is
and synthesis filters are FIR and linear-pha e.

2.2.3.

Design of Ho(z) arul Fo(z) such that Ho(z)Fo(z) is Nyquist(D): method 2

This technique is very similar to the one proposed for the diamond filter bank in Sec. 2.1.3.
In this de ign, the individual filters can be FIR or DR This method can be described by the
following two teps. Step I. Use.a Nyquist(D) approach to implify the de ign of Ho(z)
and Fo(z) to only the design of a Nyquist(D) filter Ho(z). Step 2. Design a Nyquist(D)
filter Ho(z) with the quadrant support in Fig. 1.5(a).
Step 1. yquist(D)approach. Let Ho(z) beaNyqui t(D) filter and Ho(z)+Ho( -Zo, '1.1) =
I. We can verify that if Ho(z)Fo(z) is Nyquist(D), then Fo(z) i of the form Fo(z) =
1+ (2y(z) - I)Ho(-zo, 'I.')' for some Nyquist(D) filter y(z). For simplicity, let us choose
y(z) = Ho(z), then
Fo(z) = 1 + (2Ho(z) - l)Ho(-zo, ZI).

Forthis choice of Fo(z), the product filter Ho(z) Fo(z) remajns Nyquist(D) for any Nyquist(D)
filter Ho(z). So perfect reconstruction of the quadrant filter bank is guaranteed if Ho(z) is
Nyquist(Q). The only condition on Ho(z) is that Ho(z) hould be Nyquist(D); Ho(z) can
be FIR or IIR. Furthermore, if Ho(z) has a quadrant support as shown in Fig. I.5(a), then
Fo(z) ha the ame quadrant support. The remaining task is to design the Nyquist(D) filter
Ho(z) with support as in Fig. 1.5(a).
Step 2. Design of Nyquist(D) Ho(z). Similar to the design of filter bank with diamond
filter, the McClellan transformation can be used to design Ho(z). Let the ID filter H (z) be
linear-phase and has upport as in Fig. 2.2. By using the McClellan transformation in (2.9)
on H (z), we can obtain a Nyquist(D) filter Ho(z) with a quadrant upport a in (Fig. 1.5(a).
In this case, all the analysis and synthesis filters are FIR and are constrained to have linear
phase. Next we de ign Ho(z) using a polyphase mapping method, which is similar to the
one introduced for the diamond filter in (2.6). In thi method, Ho(z) can be FIR or IIR and
need not have linear phase in FIR case.
Polyphase mapping. As Ho(z) is Nyquist(D), without loss of generality, Ho(z) assumes
the form
Ho(z) =

I
2(1
+ Zo_I f3(zD )).

Let H ('I.) be a 10 halfband filter as (2.5) and the support of H (z) be as shown in Fig. 2.2.
We will see that if we choose
(2.10)

then Ho(z) ha the de ired quadrant upport. Thi polypha e mapping is imilar to the one
proposed in (2.6) for diamond filters. In this case, the ID polypha e component a(z) can
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Figure 2.5. The ideal responses of (al jzoa(-tl>, (b) jZtu(-zt), and (c)

ZOlp(Jp) for the quadrant filter l)ank.

also be FIR or UR and hence the 2D filter Ho(z) can be RR or IIR. The reason why the
mapping in (2,10) gives the desired response is given next.
From (2.7), we have

(jzo)a(-z5)
(jzl)a(-d)

'" II,-I,
'" I"-I,

WO E (0. ]f),

otherwise,
E (0, Jr),
otherwise,

WI

(see Fig. 2.5(a»

(sec Fig. 2.5(b»

Therefore, ZOI p(zD) = -ZOI zila( -zZ)a( -z~) has the following response

-1R..(ZD)~( I, WE q~adrantslandlU.
Zo J.'\)
_ I,
otherWise.

(see Fig. 2.5(c»

Fig. 2.5(c) implies that Ho(z) has the desired support.

2.3.

Properties due to the second design technique of Ho(z) and Fo(z)

For both the diamond and the quadrant filter banks, we have described two techniques
to design Ho(z) and Fo(z) such thai Ho(z)Fo(z) is Nyquist(M). When the second design
technique (Sec. 2.1.3 for the diamond filter bank and Sec. 2.2.3 for the quadrant filter bank)
is used. the filter bank has some very attractive properties.
Robust/adder structure. When Nyquist(M) approach is used to design Ho(z) and Fo(z).
the proposed filter bank has a very attractive ladder structure implementation (Fig. 2.6),
which is robust to roundoff noise [38}. For the diamond filter bank, fJ(z) is as in (2.6), and
d = (1 I)T. Forthe quadrant filter bank, fJ(z) is as in (2.10), and d = (I O)T. Perfect
reconstruction is preserved even when coefficients of fJ(z) are quantized.
If we further use the polyphase mapping method to design the Nyquisl(M) filter Ho(z),
the filter bank has the following addilional three properties.
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.,..,

~....--analysis

banJc.--.....~

.....--synthesis bank--"".~

FigUf"t 2.6. The irnplemenlal:ioo O(lhe diamond filler-bank or the quadrnnl filler bank that is desiJ!!ed through !he
Nyquisl(M) approach.

I. Stability and causality in llR case. Because the the 10 filter H(z.) in (2.5) can be FIR
or HR. its polyphase component O'(z) can be FIR or HR. So the 20 analysis filters can
be FIR or HR. In the IIR case. it is shown in (38J that (he 2D analysis and synthesis
filters will always be causal and stable if a(z) is causal and stable. Also in the IIR case,
a(z) can be taken to be an allpass function. The all pass functions can be implemented
through a low-sensitivity lauicc structure [501. which guarantees stability in spite of
multiplier quantization.

2.

linear-phase in FIR case. If the 1D filter a(z) is a Type 2 linear-phase filter [SOl, the
analysis and synthesis filters hnve linear phase.

3. Complexity. From the implemenl8tion in Fig. 2.6, we observe thai the complexily of
Ihe analysis bank is comparable 10 Ihat of fJ(z) (due to the fact that all the operations
are at 8 lower rate). For both diamond and quadrant filter banks, fJ(z) is a separable
filter and the cost of fJ(z) is equivalent to twice that of the ID filter er(l).

Exo.mple 2.1. FIR diamolldfilter bank. In this example. we use the lechnique described
in Sec. 2.1.3 to design Ho(z) and Fo(z). We first design 1DAR halfband filler H(l) thaI
has zero phase and has suppon as in Fig. 2.2. Then we use the polyphase mapping method
to obtain the 2D Nyquisl(Q) filter Ho(z) from H(l). As Ho(z) is Nyquist(Q), the diamond
filter bank has perfect reconstruction. Due to the polyphase mapping method, Ho(z) is FIR
and linear-phase and henee all the analysis and synthesis fillers are FIR and linear-phase.
Fig. 2.7(a) and Fig. 2.7(b) show respectively the magnitude responses of Ho(z) and 11 1(z).
The stopband auenuation &(110) :::: 40 dB and &(111) :::: 30 dB. From (2.2), we observe that
the magnitude response of the synthesis filters are shifted vcrsion of the analysis filtcrs and
hence are not shown.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2,7, Example 2, I, The FIR diamond filler bank. (a) The magnitude respon e (dB) of Ho(t) and (b) the
magnitude response (dB) of HI (t),
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(-1r,-tr)
Figure 3.1. DfT filter bank with decimation matrix

3. Designs of MD Multiple Channel Filter Banks Using Transformations

3.1.

U"iform DFT Filter Ba"k

One-dimensional unifonn Off filter banks are described in [12], [50]. In these sy terns, a
et of M filters are derived from a prototype P(z) by u ing the OFT matrix. The prototype
P(z) has bandwidth 2rr j M and all the filter are uniformly shifted versions of P(z). The
shifted amounts are 2rrkjM, for k = 1. 2, ... , M - 1. Extending the OFT filter bank
to the MD case with decimation matrix M, the prototype P(z) has upport SP D(rrM- T )
and other filter in the filter bank are hift of P(z) by 2rrM- T m, m E N(M T ), where
SPDOandN(·)areasdefinedinSec.1.3.1. Forexample.letM= ( ;

-~). This has

I det MI = 14 and the supports oflhe fourteen filters are as depicted in Fig. 3.1. Expres ing
P (z) in temlS of the polyphase components (defined in Sec. 1.3.2), we have
pew)

=

J(M)-l

L

E;(M T w)e-jWTni, n; E N(M),

(3.1)

;=0

where E;(w) are the polyphase components of P(z) and J(M) = I det MI. Then the MD
OFT filter bank can be implemented as in Fig. 3.2. The J (M) x J (M) matrix WIg) is called
the generalized Off matrix with elements given by
[W(g)];n

= e- j2Jrk ;M- m., ron
1

E N(M), k; E N(M T ).

As M is an integer matrix, it admits the decompo ition M = UA V. where U and V are
unimodular and A i a diagonal matrix with [Ali = A; ( ee Sec. 1.3.1 for a review of
diagonalizalion of integer matrices). It can be shown that WIg) assumes the fonn
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Figure 3.2. The implementation of the MD DFT filter bank, where Wig) is the generalized DFT matrix.

where QI and Q2 are pennutation matrices, and ® denote the Kronecker product. The
Kronecker product of two matrices A and B is defined as

A ® '-v--'
B =

'-v--'
lxK

JxL
lJxKL

When mj and k j are properly ordered, QI and Q2 become identity matrices. More specifically, suppose we define these sets of vectors to be
mn=Unmod
with ubscripts

11

M,

kn=VTnmod

MT,n=(no

Ill

...

nD_J)T,

computed as follows
(3.2)

Then we will have QI = Q2 = I. Next, we di cuss how to design filters with support
S P D(M- T ). The method to be introduced below has great de ign efficiency.
MD filter derived from ID filter [9]. Recall for aID N -fold decimator, the output Yew)
is a tretched version of the input X (w) by N. For example. consider an input X (w) with
suppon S P D(n S) (Fig. 3.3(a)). Then the output Y(w) will have support S P D(n N S) as
in (3.3)(b) (assuming no aliasing). Similar situation takes place for MO decimators: the
output of an decimation matrix N is the input "stretched by NT". That is if the input has
suppon SP D(nS) for some matrix S, then the output has suppon SP D(nNTS) (assunting
no aliasing). We will use this property to design MD filter.
Consider the adjugate ofM defined as M ~ J (M)M- 1• By definition. M is also an integer
matrix. We will see that if the input X (w) ofan M-fold decimator has support SP D( -:-:h:-I).
J.QVJ)

then the output Yew) has support SP D(nM- T ). The reason i as follows. Due to M-fold
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Figure 3.6. Derivation of the kth subband oflhe new system .1"BUM'

decimation. ~w) has support SP D( JeM) &iT), which is the same as S P D(rrM- T) (by the
definition of M). SO P(w) with support S P D(rrM-T) can be design through the following
procedures.
I. Oesigna 1D filter H(w) with desired response as in Fig. 3.4. Definehs(n) = h(no)h(nt>
···11(110_1), where 11(11) is the impulse response of H(w). Then H.(w) has support

SPD(J(Ml I ).
2. Let P(w) be the M-fold decimated version of H.(w). I.e., p(n) = 1I.(Mn). Then P(w)
has support SPD(rrM- T ).

Remark. It can be verified that the filters designed through the preceding approach have
scparable polyphase components. In this case, if E;(w) are the polyphase components of
pew) as in (3.1), then E/(w) is separable and can be expressed as the product of polyphase
components of the 10 filter lI(n). So the complexity of the OFT filter bank implemenlation
in Fig. 3.2 grows linearly with the number of dimensions.
3.2.

UnimoduhIr TrallS!ormaJion {49j

Consider the D-dimensional filter bank with integer decimation matrix M in Fig. 1.1. This
filter bank will be denoted by .rBM' Suppose the filter bank has perfect reconstruction.
Recall that a D x D unimodular decimator U or a unimodular expander U only pennutes
the input. So if we insert a decimalor U before the filter bank .rBM and an expander U
after .rBM (Fig. 3.5), the new system still has perfect reconstruction. This is equivalent to
inserting a decimator U before the analysis filter and an expander U after the synthesis filter
in each subband (Fig. 3.6(a». We can redraw Fig. 3.6(a) as Fig. 3.6(b). Denote the new
filter bank with decimation matrix UM by .rEUM' The system FEUM will be called the
unimodular transfonnation of .rBM by U. The kth analysis filter and the kth synthesis filter
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of FBUM are re peetively HkCz V ) and FkCzV ). If the analysis filter HkCz) in the original
filter bank FBM has support Sb the analysis filter HkCz V ) in the new system FBVM has
support V- T Sk given by
V- T Sk = {V- T W,

W E

Ski.

Now consider the special case when the original filter bank is a 20 separable system
with M = A, where A i a 2 x 2 diagonal matrix. Then each analysis filter Hk(z)
consists of four shifts of S P D( I A -I). For the system FBVA' the analysis filter Hk (zV)
consists of four shifts of S P D( I v- T A -I). SO. using the unimodular transformation we
can de ign non eparable PR filter banks FBVA from separable PR filter banks FB". This
is demonstrated by the following design example.
Example 3.1. Unimodular transformation. Let A =

(~ ~). We can design a separable

20-channel filter bank FB" with decimation matrix A by concatenating a 10 four-channel
filter bank and a ID five-channel filter bank. Let FEVA be the unimodular tran formation
of FB" by V. where V =

( 2-I)
-I

1 ,then FEVA is nonseparable. Supports of orne

of the analysis filters in FEUA are shown in Fig. 3.7(a). Fig. 3.7(b) shows the magnitude
re ponse of the lowpass analysis filter.

3.3.

Unimodular Transformation and Two-Channel Filter Banks

Recall the two-channel filter banks with parallelogram-supported filters a in Fig. 1.7. It
can be verified that the supports of the lowpa analysis or synthesis filters in those four
case of Fig. 1.7 are of the form SP D(rrMiT), with M; = V;Q. where U; are unimodular
and Q is the quincunx matrix in Fig. 1.2. The matrix U; for the cases (a), (b), (c) and Cd)
are respectively
VI =

( I -I)
0

I

,V z =

(-I I)
0 I,

V3

=

(0 -I )
1-1

We can choo e the decimation matrix to be M;. Since M; = V;Q, where V; are unimodular,
these filter banks can be derived from the diamond filter bank. Thu , the e systems are
unimodular transformations of the diamond filter bank.
It can shown that any 2 x 2 integer matrix M with I det MI = 2 can be expressed as one
of the following three forms

where Q is the quincunx matrix. So the corre ponding two-channel filter bank with parallelogram supports can alway be obtained as the unimodular transformation of the diamond
filter bank or the unimodular transformation of ID filter banks. In the quadrant filter bank
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(a)

(-1t',-n)

1.5

(b)

-0.5

Figure 3.7. Example 3.1. Unimodular transformation. (a) Speclml supports of some of the analysi filters and (b)
the magnitude response of the low-pass analysis filter with frequency normalized by 21T.
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(Fig. 1.5), supports of the analysis filters are no( parallelograms: the quadrant filler bank
can not be obtained as the unimodular transformation of the diamond filter bank or I D filter
banks.

3.4.

AID Filter Banks from 1D Filtu Banks by using Transformation

In Sec. 11, we designed the two-channel diamond filter bank from a ID two-channel filter
bank by use of McClellan ltansfonnation. The more general subject of 10 M-channel to
MD M-channel transfonnations has been studied by Shah and Kalker in [43]. In particular,
the results given below are shown therein.
Suppose that a 10 M-channel filter bank FB M has perfect reconstruction with distortion
function T(l) = I. The analysis and synthesis filters arc denoted respectively by Hk(l) and
F.(z). Let N be a D x D integermmrix with leN) = M and let K(z) bea 10 scalar function
ofz = (lo II ... ZD_I )T. Let FBN be a D-dimensional filter bank with decimation
matrix N, analysis filters H;(z) = H.(K(z» and synthesis filters F;(z) = F.(K(z». One
can show that FBN has perfect reconstruction if the following two conditions hold.

=

I. The decimation malfix N has Smith fonn decomposition N UA V (sce Sec. 1.3 for a
review of Smith fonn decomposition), where A is of the form

o1 01

A

=.
(

00

0 )
0

.'

(3.3)

M

2. The transfonnation K (z) is of the form K(z) = z-U(O I)~ K(zN), for some K(z).
Remark.s.

I. The original statement of the first condition in (43) is that the vectors in N(N) form a
cyclic group under modulo N. However as shown in [8). this condition is equivalent
to the statement that N has the special Smith form as given in (3.3). Also the original
statement of the second condition in (43) is that K (z) is of the fonn K (z) = z-d K(~),
where d is a group generator of N(N). But it follows from (3.3) that U(O l)T is a group
generator of N(N).
2. The supports of the D·dimensional analysis and synthesis filters are governed by the
transformation K(z) and the choice of N. As perfect reconstruction is preserved in the
lransformmion described above, only the transformation K (z) remains to be designed.
For the filter bank with diamond filters, the McClellan transformation is appropriate for
realizing the 20 diamond filters. However, except in this case. there is no systematic
approach of finding the transformation K(z) that controls the shape of the 20 (more
generally, D dimensional) analysis and synthesis filters. In general, the transfonnation K (z) docs not faithfully translate the characteristics of ID filters. So even if the
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H.<z)

Figure 4./.

M

Derivarion of perfel;t reconsuuction lree stnlClured filter bank.

ID analysis and synthesis filters in FB M have good stopband allenuRtion and good
passbands. the D-dimensional analysis and synthesis filters resulting from the previous
fannulation may nol have these properties.

4.

Tree Structured Filler Banks

Consider the filler bank in Fig. 1.1. In the kth subband, we can insert another filter bank

F8 (Fig. 4.1) to obtain a lree·structured filter bank. If the filter bank in Fig. 1.1 has perfect
reconsltuction (PR) andF8 is also PR with distortion function T(z) = I, the overall system
remains PR. In this case. we say that the filter bank in Fig. 1.1 is the first level of me tree
and :F8 is the second level. Repeal this insertion of PR filter bank, we can obtain a tree

structure of many levels. The separable systems are examples o{tree--sltUctured filter banks
in which all the member filler banks are oneodimensional. In 20, tree structure of some
extensively-studied systems, e.g. the two-channel filler banks or the separable filter banks,
sometimes offers very sophisticated supports.

Example 4. I. Directional filter banks [3/. The directional filter bank with supports as in
Fig. 1.9 can be obtained by using a tree structure to cascade some commonly used twochannel systcms. In particular, it can be obtained by cascading filter banks with fan filters
(Fig. 1.6) and filtcr banks with supports as in Fig. 1.7 (except somc minor modifications).
We will explain in detail how to obtain Ho(z) and HI (z) in Fig. 1.9. The supports of other
analysis filters can be obtained in a similar manner. Consider the tree structure in Fig. 4.2.
Let the analysis filtcrs Go(z) and G I (z) have fan supports as in Fig. 1.6. Also let the support
of Ko(z) and K 1(z) be as in Fig. 4.3, which are shifts of the parallelograms in Fig. I.7(a)
by (1f 1f)T. By use of Noble identities (Sec. 1.3), Fig. 4.2 can be redrawn as Fig. 4.4.
The filtcrs Go(zQ), KO(Z21 1 ) and K l (zl.l l ) respectively have supports shown in Fig. 4.5. So
G o(z)G o(zQ)KO(z211 ) and Go(z)Go(zQ)K I(Z2l 1 ) yield the desired support for Ho(z) and
H1(z).

Exo.mple 4.2. Considcr thc hexagon matrix M = (

_~ ~). which can be factorized as

Suppose the firsllevel of the tree is a separable system as in Fig. 1.3(b) and the second level
is the diamond filter bank (Fig. 1.4). Then the four analysis filters of the overall system
have supports as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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..

)

Fig.. ~ 4.2. Tree-structured f11ler banI.: for !he derivation of dll'ectional tiller banks. In the first and second levels.
each subband is split into IWO. Only the lim twO $ubbands orlne ov.:raJIsYSlCm are shown in !he li8ure.

(-It.-II)

Figun 4.). The support orllle fillers Ko(z) md K 1(z).
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•
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4.4. The equiVlllenl parallelllrlldure of Fir. 4.2.
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(n,n)

(n,n)

(n,n)

Figure 4.5. The uppon of Go(zQ), Ko(z2I 2 ) and K 1 (z2l1 ).

(n,n)

(-n,-n)

Figure 4.6. E){ample 4.2. Tree trucrurcd filter bank. The suppons of the analy is filters. In the figure the uppon
of Hk(Z) is denoted by k.
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(1t',n)

(1t',1t')

(a)

3

2

3

1

0

1

3

2

3

(b)

(-1t',-1t')

(-1t',-1t')

Figure 4.7. Example 4.3. Tree structured filter bank. (a) The first level of the tree: the four-channel separable
filter bank. The supports of the four separable analysis filters (with the support of the kth filler denoted by k).
(b) The supports of the eight analysi fillers in the overall system. The support of Hk(Z) is denoted by k.

Example 4.3. Let

If we use the diamond filter bank (Fig. 1.4) for the first level of the Iree. For the second
level, we use a separable system with decimation matrix 21 2 (Fig. 4.7(a», which can be
obtained as a Iree Slructure of two 10 two-channel filter banks. Then the resulting analysis
filter of the overall sy tern have supports as shown Fig. 4.7(b). Each analysis filter consists
of four parallelograms.

5.

Two-Dimensional Cosine Modulated Filter Banks: Basic Consideration

We fir t recall lhe main fealures of one-dimensional (lD) cosine modulated filter banks
(CMFB). The process ofconslructing 10 CMFB will give us a general idea of the procedures
for constructing 20 CMFB. The experience with 10 CMFB will help also us gain some
insight to foresee the difficulties in constructing the 20 CMFB.
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5.1.
5.1.1.

One-Dimensional Cosine Modulaled Fi1Jer Banks (CMFB)
Introduction

Two types of cosine modulated filter banks have been developed, pseudo QMF systems
[10], [41], [37] and perfect reconstruction systems [39]. [35], [26]. Consider the filter bank
in Fig. 1.1, in which the decimation matrix is a scalar M. An M-channel CMFB (p eudoQMF or perfect reconstruction) is typically obtained by starting from a 2M channel uniform
Off filter bank, [50]. Each filler in the OFf filter bank is a shifted version of a lowpass
prototype pew) (Fig. 5. I(a» with bandwidth lrl M, which is half the total bandwidth of
each filter in the desired M -channel system. The filters in the OFf filter bank are then
shifted by lr 12M and paired to obtain real-coefficient analysis filters as in Fig. 5.1 (b) for the
M channel CMFB. The shifts of the prototype are denoted by Pk(w) in the figure. The total
bandwidth of each of the analysis filters in the CMFB is 2lr 1M. which is two times that of
the prototype. In almost all the designs, the synthesis filters are time-reversed versions of
the corresponding analysis filters; the analysis and synthesis filters have the same spectral
support.
In the CMFB described above, as each analysis filter consists of two shifted copies of
the prototype. each of the two copies has M - I images due to decimation followed by
expansion. By construction, the images of the analy i filters are adjacent to the support of
the corresponding synthesis filters but are not overlapping with the passbands of synthe i
filters a bown in Fig. 5.I(c). Thus, if the prototype filter is an ideal brick-wall filter, there
is no aliasing and in this case the filter bank has perfect recon truction. lfthe prototype filter
is not ideal. those images that are adjacent to the synthesis filter result in major aliasing
(Fig. 5.1(d» while tho e that are not adjacent to the synthesis filters will be attenuated
to the stopband level of the prototype filter. In the p eudo QMF CMFB, only the major
aliasing errors are canceled and approximate alias cancellation is attained. Approximate
reeon truction i then achieved without sophisticated optimization of the lowpass prototype.
In the prefect reconstruction CMFB, the prototype is furtber optimized under the constraint
that the CMFB is paraunitary, hence perfect reconstruction i a ured. The paraunitariness
of the CMFB is guaranteed if the polyphase components of the prototype filter satisfy
some pairwise power complementary conditions [26]. In both pseudo QMF and perfect
reconstruction systems, the design of the whole filter bank is reduced to the optimization
of the lowpass prototype filter. The complexity of the analysis bank is equal to that of a
prototype filter plu a OCT matrix.

5.1.2.

General setting and main features of lD CMFB

From the above discussion of 10 CMFB, we ob erve that the general selling of 10 Mchannel CMFB can be summarized as follows.
I. Construct a 2M -channel uniform OFf filter bank.
2. Shift the filters in the OFf filter bank by lr 12M and combine appropriate pairs of filters
to yield real-coefficient analysis filters.
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Main features of ID CMFB. The support configuration of the I D CMFB constructed
above has the fol1owing two features. (I) The support configuration satisfies the bandpass
sampling criterion: images of the analysis filter passbands do not overlap with pa sbands
of the synthesis filters. Furthermore. the filter bank ha perfect recon truction when the
analysis and synthesis filters are ideal brick-wall filter. (2) When the filters are not ideal,
the major aliasing errors that contribute to the same aliasing transfer function Ai (w) appear
in pairs. For example. both kth and (k + 1)th subbands have major aliasing error around the
frequency krr / M (Fig. 5.1 (d» and it can be verified that the e two aliasing errors contribute
to the same aliasing tran fer function Ak(w). A support configuration without this feature
will be referred to as nonpenllissible. The importance of satisfying the sampling criterion
and the significance of support permis ibility are addressed next.
Satisfying the sampling criterion. This feature is indispensable for the de ign of perfect
reconstruction filter banks. For a configuration that does not satisfy the sampling criterion,
severe aliasing will be created in the subbands no matter how good the filters are. A
filter bank with a configuration that violates the sampling criterion can not have'perfect
recon truction even if the analysis and synthesis filters are ideal brick-wall filters.
Support permissibility. Support pemlissibility allows the po sibility of cancel1ation
of major aliasing. Pairwise major aliasing terms are necessary if cancellation of major
alia ing is to take place. For a filter bank with a nonperrnissible support configuration.
the filters can not have good stopband attenuation [8]. The reason is as follow. Suppose
a perfect reconstruction filter bank has a nonpermi ible support configuration and the
individual filters have good stopband attenuation. Then. major aliasing terms do not appear
in pairs and can not be cancelled. This contradicts the fact that the filter bank has perfect
reconstruction. Therefore, a PR filter bank with nonpermissible support configuration can
not have filters with good stopband attenuation except in the case that all the filters are ideal
brick-wall filters.
Example of nonpermissible support. The configuration of the DFT filter bank is an
example of nonpermissible support. The DFT filter bank has the first feature of ID CMFB
(i.e. satisfying the bandpass sampling criterion) but not the second one. As a result. the
individual analysis and synthesis filters in a perfect reconstruction DFT filter bank can not
have good auenuation unless all the filters are ideal brick-wall filters. To see this, consider a
three-channel DFT filter bank. The supports of the analysis filter are as shown in Fig. 5.2(a).
The subband signals are decimated by 3 and expanded by 3. so each analysis filter has two
images. For example, the image of Ho(z) are as hown in Fig. 5.2(b). The analysis filter
Hk(z) and its images do not overlap in the passbands. If the prototype filter is ideal, no
aliasing is created in the subbands and the filter bank has perfect reconstruction. So the
support configuration of the DFT filter bank satisfies the ampling criterion and has the first
feature of the CMFB. When the filter have good stopband attenuation, the major aliasing
errors re ult from the two images of Ho(z) are shown in Fig. 5.2(c). The alia ing around
the frequency rr /3 contribute to the alias transfer function A I (z) while the alia ing error
around the frequency -Jr /3 contribute to the alias tran fer function A2(Z). Similar aliasing
errors occur in the other two ubbands as well (Fig. 5.2(c». We observe that around the
frequency Jr /3, both the first and the second subband have aliasing errors. However. these
two aliasing errors contribute to different aliasing transfer function and can not cancel
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each other. So for the OFf filter bank, aliasing can not be cancelled if the individual
filter have good attenuation but are not ideal filter. In a perfect reconstruction filter bank,
aliasing eventually has to be cancelled. We hence conclude that the filters in the perfect
recon truction OFf filter bank can not have good stopband attenuation except in the case
when the filters are ideal.

5.2.

Construction of Two-Dimensional Cosine Modulated Filter Bank

The separable 20 CMFB can always be obtained through concatenation of two 10 CMFB
in the form of a tree [50]. Our interest in this paper is designing a non eparable 20 CMFB.
The prototype filter is in general a nonseparable 2D filter. Each analysis and synthe i filter
is a cosine modulated version of the prototype and i also nonseparable. In the separable
20 CMFB case, each individual filter consists of four shift of a eparable 20 prototype.
However, the real-coefficient constraint on the analysis filters requires only two copies
of the prototype. We can therefore conceive that in the more general case the individual
filters can have two or four shifted copies of the prototype. In this paper, we study two
clas es of 20 FIR paraunitary cosine modulated filter banks: the two-copy CMFB and the
four-copy CMFB. In the two-copy CMFB, each individual filter contains two shifted copie
of the prototype and in the four-copy CMFB, each individual filter contains four shifted
copies of the prototype. The filter bank will eventually be constrained to be paraunitary;
the analysis filter Hk(w) and the corresponding synthesis filter Fk(w) are then related by
Fk(w) = H:(w) for perfect reconstruction. The analy i and synthesis filters have the
same spectral support. Note that the two-copy CMFB is fundamentally different from a 20
separable CMFB obtained from two 10 CMFB. But the four-copy CMFB will reduce to
separable 20 CMFB in special cases. Both of these sy terns are elaborated below.
Two-copy CMFB. Con ider the filter bank in Fig. 1.1 with decimation matrix M, nondiagonal in general. There are I det MI channels since each decimator creates a decimation
of I det MI. For a given Idet MI-channel filter bank as in Fig. 1.1, we start from a 21 det MIchannel uniform 20 DFT filter bank [50]. Every tilter in the OFf filter bank is a shifted
version of a lowpass FIR (non-rectangular) prototype. The prototype has a parallelogram
support, so every filter in the OFf filter bank has a parallelogram support. The filters in
the OFT filter bank are shifted and paired to obtain real-coefficient analysis filters. Each
analysis filter is then a cosine modulated version of the prototype and each analysis filter
consi IS of two shifted copies of the prototype. All the analysis and synthesi filters have
real coefficients. We then examine whether the supports of the analysis and synthesis filter
satisfy the sampling criterion. Namely, the images of the analy i filter passbands should not
overlap with passbands of the synthesi filters. Under this condition we study the sufficient
condition uch that cancellation of major aliasing (due to overlapping transition bands)
can be structurally enforced. Finally, having cancelled the major aliasing, we constrain the
prototype to ensure perfect reconstruction of the two-copy CMFB.
Four-copy CMFB. The four-copy CMFB will be constructed in a similar way. But in
the four-copy case, we design a 41 det MI-channel uniform OFT filter bank. Then we shift
the filters in the OFT filter bank and combine four shifted filters to obtain real-coefficient
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analy is fillers for the four-copy CMFB. The rest of the construction procedure is the same
as that of two-copy CMFB.
The above con \ruction of two-copy and four-copy CMFB is an immediate imitation of
10 CMFB. The more refined construction procedure are listed below.
1. General setting. To complete the general setting of the 2D CMFB, we need to the
answer the following question first. For a given filter bank with decimation matrix M as
in Fig. 1.1, how to construct the uniform OFT filter bank? How to hift the filters in the
DFT filter bank and obtain the analysis filters such that the support configuration of the 20
CMFB is an extension of 10 version? In 10 case, there is only one way to shift the fillers
of the OFT filler bank. Do we have more variety in 20 case?
2. Ideal case. Having completed the general setting of20 CMFB, we proceed to examine
the support configuration of 20 CMFB. We fir t check whether the configuration has the
fir t feature of 10 CMFB. The configuration shouJd be such that the bandpass sampling
criterion is satisfied and the filter bank has perfect reconstruction in the case of ideal fillers.
To satisfy the ampling criterion, the image of passbands of an analysis filter should not
overlap with pas bands of the corresponding synthesis filter.
3. Support permissibility and alias canceUation. For those that sati fy the sampling criterion, we examine support permissibility. Permissibility of a support configuration means
that cancellation of major aliasing is po sible. If a upport configuration is permi ible, we
further tudy how to cancel major aliasing.
4. Perfect reconstruction. Having cancelled major aliasing, we then constrain the
prototype to achieve perfect reconstruction as in the case of 10 CMFB.

6.

6.1.

Two-Copy Cosine Modulated Filter Banks

General Setting of Two-Copy CMFB

1. Uniform OFf filter bank. To design a two-copy CMFB with decimation matrix M, we
start from a uniform OFT filter bank [50] with decimation matrix N = ML, where L is an
integer matrix (to be chosen appropriately) with I det LI = 2. For example, let

M-_ (70-21)

and

L

= (I2

1) '

4

then

N=

(3-I)
2

4

.

The supports of the individual fillers {Pk(W), 0 ~ k ~ 13} in the OFT filter bank are as
shown in Fig. 3.1. Each filter in the OFT filter bank is a hifted version of the prototype
P (w), which ha a parallelogram support S P D(trN- T ). For a given M, the support of the
prototype is different for different choice of L.
2. The analysis and synthesis filters. In 10 CMFB, we shift the filter in the OFT filter
bank by tr 12M. But in 20 case, the shifts are vector-shifts. We can shift the filters in the
OFT filter bank in three possible directions as in Fig. 6.1. The result supports with respect
to the three different shifts are shown in Fig. 6.2(a)-{c). For all the three cases, filter can
be paired to obtain real-coefficient analysi filters for the two-copy CMFB. For example, in
Fig. 6.2(a), the filter coefficients of QA.i(W) and Q~.i(w) are complex conjugates of each
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w,

support of the prototype
FigrlTf! 6. /. l1tree possible veclor shifts.

other and can be paired to obtain the analysis filter,
H,u(w)

= Q.4.,(w)

+ Q~.,(w).

(6.1)

The corresponding synthesis filler is

Similarly in Fig. 6.2(b), QB.;(W) and Q~.i(w) are combined 10 oblain the analysis filter
HgAw) and in Fig. 6.2(c) QcAw) and Qc.,(w) are combined to obtain Hc.;(w). Each
analysis filter consists of two parallelograms. We observe that all three possible suppan
configurations are extension of the 10 version. The three support configurations will be
referred to as configurations A, B. and C. From Fig. 6.2 it seems that configurations A and
8 are very similar. Indeed as we will sec in subsequent discussion, properties derived for
configurations A arc also truc for configuration B except some minor modifications.

6.2.

Tht Ideal Cast

In the above general selting of two-copy CMFB, for a given decimation matrix M, we first
constrUct a OFT filter bank with dccimation matrix N ::z ML. The matrix L is an intcger
matrix with determinant 2. No additional assumption has been made on L. On thc other
hand, given a OFT filter bank with decimation matrix N, we can always shift the filters
in the OFf filler bank by the three differenl amounts indicated in Fig, 6.1. These three
shifts gives us configurations A. B, and C. So the derivation of configurations A. B. and C
does not relate to L. However, we will see that for a given L, not all three configurations
can satisfy the bandpass sampling criterion. In particular, we will establish a connection
between the lattice of L T and valid choice of configurations.
As L has determinant 2, there are only three possible choices for LAT(L T ) as in
Fig.6.3(aHc). Thc lanice ofL T is rectangular in Fig. 6.3(a),(b) and quincunx in Fig. 6.3(c).
We will argue that for each configuration, there are only two choices of LA T(LT) that can
satisfy the sampling criterion and these combinations are the valid candidates for the development of two-eopy CMFB. The relation between the three configurations and valid
choice of LAT(LT) is summarized in Table 6.1. In this case, when the sampling criterion
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configuration A
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(b)

configuration B

(e)

f7gu~

configuration C

6.2. Three poss"ble
,
suppon configurlllions.
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o Integers
T
• Integers on lattice of L
Figure 6.3. Possible lattices generated by LT. when I det LI = 2.

~

con figur ation

lattice (a)
(rectangular )

lattice (b)
(rectangular)
satisfied

A

B

satisfied

C

satisfied

lattice (c)
(quincunx)
satisfied
satisfied

satisfied

Table 6.1. Possible combinations of configuralions and LAT(LT) that ali fy lhe sampling criterion. Lattice
(a}--{c) in the table are as in Fig. 6.3 (aHc).
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(b)

[]ill Images of

(c)

Ftc.»

Figure 6.4. Images of Ihe protOlype P(w) with respect 10 the three possible lauices generated by LT.

is satisfied, the filter bank has perfect reconstruction if the prototype i an ideal brick-wall
filter. The remaining part of this subsection i devoted to the verification of Table 6.1.
To check whether a certain configuration satisfie the sampling criterion, it is essential to
know exactly where the image of the analysis filters are located. As each analysi filter
contains two shifted copies of the prototype, we first inspect the locations of images of
pew) when it is decimated by M and then expanded by M. The images of pew) are [50]
pew - 27l'M-T k),

k

E N(MT)

and

k

i= Q.

Recall that the support of pew) i SPD(:rrN- T ), which depends on both M and L. For
different LAT(L T ), pew) and its images form a certain pattern. In particular, it is a striped
pattern in the case of rectangular LAT (LT) and a check pattern in the case of quincunx
LAT(LT). Forexarnpie,letM=

L =

(~ ~),

L=

(_~ ~). When

(~ ~),

and

L=

(~ - ~ )

,

the locations of the images are shown respectively in Fig. 6.4(a)-(c). In all three cases,
images of pew) are confined to the grid fonned by shifts of pew) in the DFT filter bank.
The lnnice ofL T and the sampling criterion
Configuration A. In what follows configuration A of Fig. 6.2(a) will be hown to satisfy
the ampling criterion when LAT(L T ) is as in Fig. 6.3(b) and (c). or these two types
of LAT(LT), the filter bank has perfect reconstruction when the prototype is an ideal
brick-wall filter. Consider the lowpass filter HA.o(w). When LAT(L T ) is rectangular as in
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F . . ,o

(b)

lillill

(c)

Images of Q.. . ,o

Figure 6.5. Configuration A and the sampling criterion. Images of QA.O(W) with re peet to the three different
lallices generated by LT.

Fig. 6.3(a), the support of QA,O(W) and its images (shaded areas) are shown in Fig. 6.5(a).
One image of QA.O(W) completely falls on top of Q~.o(w), which is part of the ynthesis
filter FA.o(w); the sampling criterion is not ati fied. When lattice of L T is a in Fig. 6.3(b)
or (c), the images of QA.O(W) are hown in Fig. 6.5(b) and (c). In these two cases the
images of QA.O(W) are edge-adjacent to the synthesis filter FA.O(w) but not overlapping
with FA.O(w). It can be verified that in every other subband, similar ituation takes place:
images of the analysis filters are adjacent to the synthesis filters but not overlapping with
support of synthesi filters. Therefore, for the lattice of L T shown in Fig. 6.3(b), (c),
configuration A satisfies the sampling criterion.
Configuration Band C. Following a similar analysis, configuration B can be shown
to satisfy the sampling criterion when LAT(LT) is as given in Fig. 6.3(a) and (c). Also
configuration C can be shown to satisfy the sampl ing criterion when LA T (L T ) is rectangular
as given in Fig. 6.3(a) and (b). Moreover, in all these cases (configuration B or C) the filter
bank has perfect reconstruction when the prototype is ideal.

6.3.

Support Permissibility and Alias Cancellation

From the preceding analysis, we know that each of the three support configurations can
satisfy the ampling criterion with two types of LAT(L T ). Therefore there are ix po sible
choice. If the prototype is an ideal brick-wall filter. perfect reconstruction can be achieved
by any of the six choices. When the prototype is not ideal, alia ing will occur in the
subbands. The ix choices that satisfy the sampling criterion are not all valid candidate
in term of support permissibility [8]. However, in 20 ca e we have to be more careful
in treating the notion of permissibility. We will consider a finer classification of support
permissibility: edge-based pcrmi ibility and vertex-based permi ibility.
Edge-based and vertex-based permissibility. Con ider the analysis filter HA.i(W) =
QA.i(W) + Q~.;<w) in configuration A. Suppo e an image of QA.i(W) or Q~.i(W) i at
any of the shaded areas (edge-adjacent to Q~.i(w» in Fig. 6.6. If the prototype filter is
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Figure 6_6_ Penaining to the illustration of suppon permissibility.

ideal, no aliasing is created. However, in practical case the prototype filter is not ideal.
Becau e of this edge-adjacent image, a considerable amount of edge-based aliasing will be
created in the frequency region of the overlapping edges and this edge-based aliasing will
add to the major aliasing. Cancellation of this edge-ba ed aliasing is impossible if in the
amc frequency region there is no other edge-based aliasing error contributing to the arne
aliasing transfer function [8]. Whenever edge-based aliasing errors do not appear in pairs,
the support configuration is called edge-based nonpermissible. Similar to the ID case, we
can argue that the fillers in a PR filter bank can not have good stopband attenuation if the
support configuration is edge-based nonpermissible. The 2D CMFB studied in [ 19] usually
has this type of nonpermissible support. Similarly, when an image of Q A.j (w) or Q~.j (w) is
at any of the striped areas (vertex-adjacent to QA.j(w» in Fig. 6.6, vertex-based aliasing will
occur. If the vertex-based aliasing errors do not appear in pairs, the configuration i called
vertex-based nonpermi ible. Vertex-based nonpennissibility will also impose limitation
on the stopband atlenuation of the prototype. But the vertex-based aliasing is, however, not
as serious as edge-based aliasing and vertex-based nonpermissibility i not as intolerable
as edge-ba ed nonpermi ibilit"y.
A simple test of support permissibility. From the general setting described in Sec. 6.1,
we know how to obtain the analysis and synthesis fillers from a DFT filter bank with twice
the number of channels. The supports of the analysis and synthesis filters thus acquired are
of a very regular nature. A a re ult, upport pemussibility of the fWo-copy CMFB can be
tested through a very simple approach. Consider configuration A in Fig. 6.2. Notice that
each analysi filter has two passbands, passband of QA.j(W) and passband of Q~.j(w), We
can verify that except in special degenerate cases of N, support permis ibility of the twocopy CMFB can be described as follow: if QA.i(W) (or Q~.j(w» is edge-adjacent to its own
images, the configuration is edge-based nonpermissible. Similarly, if Q A.i ( w) (or Q~.i (w»
is vertex-adjacent to its own images, the configuration is vertex-based nonpermissible. This
testing rule of permissibility applie al 0 to configurations Band C.
Rectangular LAT(LT): edge-based nonpermissible support. When LAT(LT ) is
rectangular as in Fig. 6.3(b), we observe that two images of QA.O(W) are edge-adjacent to
QA.O(W) as hown by shaded areas in Fig. 6.5(a). So configuration A is in general not edgebased permissible with rectangular LAT(LT ). Similarly, we can show that configuration B
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I1rnl

Images of QA,i

Figure 6.7. Images of Q",.i(w) and their positions relative to Q~ jew); four images of Q"'.j(w) areedge-adjacenl
to Q~.i(W)'
.

is not edge-based permissible with rectangular LAT (LT) in Fig. 6.3(a). As configuration C
can satisfy the sampling criterion only for rectangular LAT(L T ), configuration C is edgebased nonpermissible and hence not suitable for the development of two-copy CMFB.
QuiDcunx LAT(LT) aDd edge-based permissibility. Configuration A and B with
quincunx LAT(LT). Consider configuration A first. Location of the images of QA.O(W)
is shown in Fig. 6.5(c). None of the images of QA,O(W) are edge-adjacent to QA.O(W).
However, images of QA.O(W) are vertex-adjacent to QA.O(W). It can be verified that in every
subband, the images of QA.i(W) are vertex-adjacent to QA.;(W) and images of Q~,i(W) are
vertex-adjacent to Q~.i(W), In this case, configuration A has edge-based permissibility but
lacks vertex-based permissibility.
On the other hand, note that images of QA.O(W) are edge-adjacent to Q~.o(w) and result
in edge-based aliasing error. Similarly in every other subband, the images of QA.i(W) are
edge-adjacent to Q~.i(w) and similar edge-based aliasing is created. In particular, it can
be shown that four images of QA.;(W) will be edge-adjacent to Q~.i(w) as in Fig. 6.7. It
turns out that these edge-based aliasing errors are in pairs and can actually cancel with one
another if the linear-phase prototype satisfy some minor condition. To be more specific, let
the impul ere pon e of the prototype be p(n) and
p(D) = p(Ds

-

D), for some integer vector Ds .

(6.2)

Cancellation of above-described edge-based aliasing error will take place if

Ds = N ( (

~:; ) +

d),

for some integer vector d.

(6.3)

This is a minor condition because it is always possible to shift the linear-pha e prototype
such that (6.3) is satisfied. We conclude that configuration A with quincunx LAT(L T ) is
free from edge-based aliasing ifDs is as given in (6.3). Applying the preceding analysis on
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configuration B (Fig. 6.2(b» we can obtain a similar result: configuration B with quincunx
LAT(L T ) is free from edge-based aliasing if the prototype satisfy the same condition (6.3).
Summary on the construction of the two-copy CMFB. In the above construction, we
have set up the framework for two-copy CMFB. Following a very close analogy of ID
CMFB, we proposed the general etting of the two-copy CMFB.ln the general setting, we
tarted fTom a DFr filter bank with decimation matrix = ML for a two-copy CMFB with
decimation matrix M. Then we derived configuration A, Band C. For the configurations
to satisfy the sampling criterion, the choice of L is not arbitrary as tabulated in Table 6.1.
For tho e that satisfy the sampling criterion. we examine the support permis ibility. In this
singling out process, we found that only configuration A and B can possess edge-based
permissibility if LA T(LT) i quincunx. Configuration C is, however, either violating the
ampling criterion or edge-ba ed'nonpermissible. Table 6.2 summarize edge-ba ed permissibility of the two-copy CMFB for each possible combination of LA T (L T ) and the three
configurations. When the two-copy CMFB has edge-based permissibility (configuration A
or B with quincunx LAT(L T cancellation of edge-based aliasing is possible. We have
seen that edge-based aliasing can be completely cancelled if the prototype has linear phase
as in (6.2) and the vector ns is as in (6.3).
It hould be noted that even the best combinations of the configurations and LAT(L T )
can not achieve both edge-based and vertex-based pemtissibility. This impo e limitation
on the attenuation of the individual filters in the two-copy CMFB as we will see in the
design example.

»,

6.4.

Perfect Reconstruction Two-Copy CMFB

In thi ub ection. we present the perfect reconstruction conditions for edge-based permissible two-copy CMFB (configuration A or B with quincunx LAT(LT». In the lD case,
the CMFB ha perfect reconstruction if and only if the polyphase components of the prototype are pairwise power complementary [26]. We will see now the two-copy CMFB is
paraunilary and hence has perfect reconstruction if and only if the polyphase components
of the prototype satisfy some 2D power complementary conditions.
The analysis and synthesis filters. From the formulation of the analysis filters Hm(w)
in (6.1), the impulse re ponse of Hm(w) assumes the form
hm(n)

= 2p(n) cos(2rr(km + blN-1n), k E N(N T ),

m

= 0.1, ... , J(M) -

I,

(6.4)

where b = (0.5 O)T for configuration A and b = (0 0.5)T for configuration B. As the
synthesis filter Fm(w) is given by Fm(w) = H;'(w). the impulse responses of the analysis
and ynthesis filters are related by
fm(n) = hm(-n). where n is any 2 x 1 vector.

Let the prototype have the following polyphase representation
J(N)-l

P(w) =

L

E;(NT w)e- jWTn ;. n; E

N(N),

;=0
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(6.5)

o~

configuration

lattice (a)
(rectangular )

lattice (b)
(rectangular)

lattice (c)
(quincunx)

0

A

D.
D.

B

0

c

0

0

o

satisfied the sampling criterion

•

edge-based permissible
Table 6.2. The sampling criterion. edge-based pennissibility and relation 10 three po sible LAT(LT) for configurations A, Band C. Lattice (aHc) in the table are as in Fig. 6.3 (aHc).

where Ej(w) are the polyphase components of P(z) and the vectors OJ E./II ) are ordered
as in (3.2). Then the paraunitariness of the two-copy CMFB can be interpreted in terms of
Ej(w).

THEOREM 6.1 Necessary ana sufficient conditions/or paraunitariness [31]. Consider the
filter bank with decimation matrix M in Fig. 1.1. Let the matrix N be given by = ML,
where LAT(L T ) is quincunx. Choose the analysis filters Hm(w) as in (6.4) ana let the
synthesis filters Fm(w) = H;(w). Also let the prototype be linear phase with p(o) =
p(os - 0) and Os = (0.5 O.5)T mod N. Then the two-copy CMFB is paraunilary (i.e.,
the polyphase matrix is paraunitary) if and only if
(6.6)

where c is some constant.
Remark on Theorem 6.1. The condition in (6.6) is equivalent to saying that Ej(w) and
Ej+J(Mj(w) are power complementary in 20 sense. This condition can be sati tied by
u ing the 20 paraunitary lattice, [34]. Also the theorem holds for both configuration A
and B.
Properties of the two-copy CMFB
I. The analysis and synthesis filters. In a 10 CMFB, each analysis filter has two di tinct
shifts of the prototype filter. So the total bandwidth of each individual filter i the arne.
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T

GO(L w-21tb)
T

G1 (L w-21tb)

•••

Figure 6.8. Efficient implementation of the analysis bank of the two-copy cosine modulated filler bank. The
matrix C is of dimen ion I det MI by 21 del MI.

For 20 filters, totaJ bandwidth should be interpreted as the total spectral occupancy.
It can be shown that due to quincunx LAT(LT), each analysis filters in the two-copy
CMFB consists of two distinct shifts of the prototype and has the same size of spectral
occupancy.

2. PolyplUJse components ofthe prototype. In the 10 CMFB, the polyphase components
of the prototype are related in pairs because of linear phase constraint of the prototype.
At the ame time, there are aJso power complementary pairs due to paraunitariness.
Furthermore if half of the polyphase component are pairwise power complementary,
the other half, due to linear phase, are automatically pairwise power complementary,
as shown in [26]. The situation is exactly the same in the two-copy CMFB [31].
3. Efficiem implementation ofthe two-copy CMFB. Efficient implementation is one of the
reason that cosine moduJated filter banks attract a lot of attention. In the 10 CMFB,
the complexity of the anaJysis bank or the synthesis bank i that of the prototype filter
plus a OCT matrix. The OCT matrices are known to be low-complexity matrices [56].
There also exi ts efficient implementation for the two-copy CMFB. The cost of the
analysis bank or the synthesis bank is that of a prototype filter plu a matrix, which has
elements resembling that of a nonseparable 20 OCT matrix. To be more specific, by
using the polyphase representation of the prototype in (6.5), the analysis filters in (6.4)
can be rewritten as
J(N)-I

Hm(w) =

L

2E j (N T w - 21l'b)[C]mjexp(- jw T Dj),

i=O

m=O,I, ...• J(M)-I,

where
[C]mi = cos(21l'(km + b)TN-IDj),
m = 0, I, .... J(M) - I.
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i = 0, l, ... , J(N) - 1.

(.)

figu" 6.9.

~ample

6.1. Two-eopy oosh.e rnodull1led filler bank (I) SpedrailUppon of lhe prOCOlype P(w),

SP D(1I'N- T ). and (b) supports of the analysis fillers.

The above expression for the analysis filters gives rise to the efficient implementation
in Fig. 6.8. The matrix C is rectangular of dimension J (M) x J (N). The figure

demonstrates that the complexity of the 20 CMFB is thai of the prototype plus C.
which can be decomposed into 10 OCT matrices of smaller dimensions.
Exomple 6./.

Two-copy CMFB. Let M =

(~ -~)-

Choose L =

LAT(LT) is quincunx. The matrix N given by N = ML is N = ( ; -

(~ ~).
~)

then

. Fig. 6.9(a)

shows the support of the prototype. If we choose configuration B. the supports of the

analysis filters arc as shown in Fig. 6.9(b). By Theorem 6.1, the two-copy CMFB has
perfect reconstruction if the polyphase components of the prototype salisry Ihe power complemenlary condilion given in (6.6). Fig. 6.10 sbows me suppon or impulse response or
Ihe prototype filter, p(r1o. 111). The support or p(1Io. nt) resembles the shape or S P D(2N).
Each solid dOl represents a possibly nonzero eoeffieienl or p(no. 111). In this optimization. each orthe rouneen polyphase components has rour coefficients. The corresponding
rrequency response or the prOlotype is shown in Fig. 6.11. The stopband allenuation or
the prototype is 17 dB. Since vertex-based pennissibility is not achievable in any or our
construction. the attenumion or the prololype can not be arbitrary goOO like in 10 case.

6.5.

Further Discussion on fhe Ccmslruclion oflhe Two-Copy CMFB

In this subsection. we would like 10 go back 10 the construClion process or IWo-copy CMFB
and have a more delailed discussion or some or Ihe subjccts Ihat require a more careful
examinalion.
Support of the prototype. The support or Ihe protOlype filter is SPD(rrN-T). The
spectral supports or the individual fillers depend on Ihe choice of configurations and the
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Figllre 6. 10. Example 6.1. Two-copy cosine modulated filter bank. The impulse response support of the prototype.
Each solid dot represents a possibly non-zero coefficicDI of the prototype. (Intersection point of the dashed lines
are on the lattice of N. Solid lines represcnt integers.)

0.5

Figllre 6. 11. Example 6.1. Two-copy co ine modulated filter bank. The magnitude respon e of the prototype with
frequency nonnalized by 2rr.
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matrilt N = ML. Although the decimation matrix M is arbitrary, L is subject to the
constraint that LAT(L T ) is quincunx. The matrix N is not arbitrary and hence the support
of the prototype is not arbitrary. In the construclion of the two-copy CMFB. for a given M
we fonnulate N = ML for some inleger matrix L with quincunx LAT(LT ). It follows that
N assumes the form

11)

N~M'( -I

I

.

(6.7)

for some integer matrix M'.

Conversely. it can be shown for any N of the form in (6.7), we can construct a J(M')
channel two-copy CMFB with decimation matrix M' such that the prototype filter has
support S P D(1TN- T). However, we should be careful with this statemenl. Consider

which takes the form

N

~

n

=~)( _:

:) ortheform N=(: ~)(~ ~).

~

M,

'-v-''-v-'

L,

M,

L,

Using SP D(1TN- T ) as the prototype support, the 4-channel filter bank with decimation
matrix M l has edge-based pennissibility while the 4--channel filter bank with decimation
matrix M2 does not have edge-based permissibility,
Remark on the choice N=ML. In Sec. 6.2.. we have seen that when the prototype pew)
is decimated and then expanded by M, the images are confined to the grid formed by the
filters in the OFT filler bank. Furthermore. pew) and ils image form a panern resembling
that of LAT(L T ), This is a direct result of the choice N = ML 131J. If we had chosen
N = LM, then in general the images of pew) would not be confined to the grid formed by
shirts of pew) in the Off filter bank.
More general L? In the preceding construclion oftw<K:opy CMFB. we have assumed L
10 be an inleger matrix of determinant 2. There are only three possible LAT(LT). Consider
thekth subband in configuration A. From the discussion in Sec. 6.3, we know that Q",.t(w)
is always edge-adjacent to its own images for rectangular LAT(LT ) and Qu(w) is always
vertex-adjacenl to ils own images for quincunx LAT(LT ). In this case the best solution of
tW<K:Opy CMFB available to us is edge-based permissible but not vertex-based permissible.
One wonders whether it is possible to derive a solution of two-copy CMFB that is both edgebased permissible and vertex-based permissible if L is not restricled 10 be an inleger matrix.
The answer is still unfortunately, no! When L is not an integer matrix but has determinant
2. it can be shown that in some special cases Q",.t(w) is neither edge-adjacent nor vertex·
adjacent toany of its own images. In this case, however, the imagesofpassbandsof Q".t(w)
will always overlap with passbands of Q~,t(w); the sampling criterion is violated, The
filter bank can not have perfect reconstruction even if all the filters are ideal. This discussion
also holds for configuration Band C.
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Figure 7. /. DFT' filler bank example.

7.

Four-Copy Cosine Modulated Filter Banks

In the two-copy CMFB, each analysis filter consists of two copies of the prototype, while
in the four-copy CMFB, each anaIy is filter consists of four copies of the prototype. The
general setting of the four-copy CMFB will be an analogy of two-copy CMFB. But some
procedures used in the two-copy CMFB require some modifications for the four-copy case
(Sec. 7. I). In the two-copy CMFB, we have found that it is not possible to have both edgebased and vertex-based permissibility. In the four-copy case, it is po sible but the four-copy
CMFB can be edge-based and vertex-ba ed permis ible (i.e., completely permissible) only
with one particular configuration. This special case of completely permissible four-copy
CMFB will be discussed in Sec. 7.2. AU the other possible cases of four-copy CMFB will
be discu ed in Sec. 7.3.

7.1.

General Setting

For a four-copy CMFB with decimation matrix M and J (M) channels, we start from a DFT
filter bank with four times the number of channels. Then we shift the filters in the OFT filter
bank and combine four shifted filters to obtain real-coefficient analysis filters. However,
the procedure of combining four filter to obtain real-coefficient analy is filters i not as
straightforward as in the two-copy case.
Similar to the two-copy case, given decimation matrix M, we start from a DFT filter bank
with decimation matrix = ML, where L is an integer matrix with Idet LI = 4. Suppose
the 4J(M)-channel DFT filter bank has supports as shown in Fig. 7.1. We can hift the
filter in the three directions (b o, b l , and b 2) indicated in Fig. 7.1. Fig. 7.2 shows the shifted
filters with re pect to the three shifts. For instance, if we hift the filters by b z • the resulting
upports are as shown in Fig. 7.2(c). The shifted filters are denoted by QC.i and QC.i'
Notice that the impulse response of QC,i and QC.i are conjugates of each other. Later when
we derive the real-coefficient analy is filters, QC,i and QC,i should always belong to the
same analysis filter. The set (QC.i, Q
will be called a conjugate pair. There is a total of

c)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.2. Shifted version of the filters in the OFf filter bank.
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2J(M) conjugate pairs. Similarly, in Fig. 7.2(a) and Fig. 7.2(b) (QA.i, Q~ j) is a conjugate
pair and (Q8./, Q~) is a conjugate pair. As each analysis filter in the four-copy CMFB
has four copies of the prototype, each analysis filter con i ts of two conjugate pairs.

The procedure of combining four shifted filters
Recall that in the two-copy CMFB, after we shift the filters in one of the three directions,
there i a unique way to pair the filters and obtain real-coefficient analysis filters. However,
in the four-copy CMFB, we have a number of ways to combine the filters. Consider the
lowpass analysis filter Ho(w) only. In Fig. 7.2(c), if we combine the pair (Qeo. Qc.o) and
the pair (Qe.), QC.l)' then the support of Ho(w) is as shown in Fig. 7.3(a). If we combine
(Qe.o, Qc.o) and (Qe.z, Q c .z). then the support of Ho(w) is as shown in Fig. 7.3(b). Another
possible choice is to have Ho(w) as in Fig. 7.3(c) by combining (Qe.o. Qc,o) and (Qe.3,
QC.3)' Notice that in all three choice of Ho(w), the support of Ho(w) is connected by edge
or vertex. So even with the constraint that the support of Ho(w) should be a connected region.
the upport of Ho(w) cannot be uniquely determined. Therefore, it i possible to derive
everal different configurations from Fig. 7.2. But of all the configurations derived from
Fig. 7.2(a)-(c), only one configuration can lead to edge-based and vertex-based penni ible
four-copy CMFB. which is di cussed next.

7.2.

The Simplistic Four-Copy CMFB

We consider a special type of four-copy CMFB. which will be called the implistic four-copy
CMFB. In the simplistic four-copy CMFB,

L- (2 0)
-

0 2

and the lowpass analysis filter Ho(w) i chosen as in Fig. 7.3(a). So the lowpass analysis
filter ha a parallelogram upport SP D(rrM- T ). which is a natural generalization of the
lowpas analy i filter of a separableCMFB. In this case. itcan be hown that if the four-copy
CMFB has both edge-based and vertex-ba ed permi ibility then the decimation matrix M
is restricted to one of the following forms.
M = VA I.

(case I)

and

M = KA 2 •

(case 2)

(7.1)

where V i unimodular, K has I det KI = 2 and A I and Az are diagonal. All matrices are
integer matrices. For the fir t case of M, the upport configurations of the analysis and
synthesis filters can be obtained by designing two 1D perfect reconstruction filter banks
and performing a unimodular transformation as explained in Sec. ill [49]. If the two 10
filter banks are co ine modulated, then the resulting 20 non eparable filter bank will also be
co ine modulated. That is. all the filters in the 2D nonseparable filter bank can be derived
from one prototype. For the second ca e, the desired support configuration of four-copy
CMFB can be achieved by concatenating a separable 20 CMFB with a 2D nonseparable
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(a)

(b)

(c)

em support of

~

«(a)

Figure 7.3. Possible suppons of Ho(w) when different conjugate pairs are chosen.
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two-channel filter bank in the form of a tree structure. We have seen such a tree structure in
Example 4.3. In this case. even if the two systems arccosine modulated, the cascaded system
is not cosine modulated in general. But the 20 filter banks designed in this method have
the desired support configuration of a four-copy CMFB and have perfect reconSlrUction.

7.3.

Other Possible Forms of Four-Cop, CMFB

For the most general four-copy CMFB, the only requirement is that each filter contains
four copies of the prototype. The support of the lowpass analysis filter is not necessarily
a parallelogram as we have secn in Sec. 7.1. The matrix L can be any integer matri" with
Idet LI = 4. Similar to the two-copy CMFB, the locations of images of analysis filters are
detennined by LAT(L T). With Idet LTI = 4. there are 7 possible choices for LAT(L T ).
Consider the lowpass analysis filter that has spectral support consisting of four connected
parallelograms. Namely, anyone of the four parallelograms is edge-adjacent or verte,,·
adjacent to another parallelogram. In this case, it can be verified that such a filter bank can
not possess both edge·based pennissibility and vertex-based permissibility for any choice
of LAT(LT ), except in some special degenerate cases.
Remarks on four.copy CJ\.tFB. We must note that the discussion of alias cancellation is
made completely from the viewpoint of support permissibility. Although in the discussion.
the analysis filters are described as cosine modulated versions of a protOtype filter, the
argument continues to hold even if the filter bank is not cosine modulated. In all the
discussion, the assumptions actually made are (I) the analysis and synthesis filters have the
same spectral support. which is in general true in most filter banks. and (2) the lowpass
analysis filter consist of four connected parallelograms. With these two assumptions, we
can make the following conclusion. Consider a 20 filter bank, in which the analysis filters
contain four parallelograms. Suppose the four parallelograms of the lowpass analysis are
connected. If such a filter bank can possess both edge-based pemlissibility and vertex-based
pennissibility. then M is either as given in (7.1) or limited to some degenerate cases.

8.

Two-Dimensional FIR Lossless Matrices

A large subclass of filter banks is the so-called orthonormal filter banks. In these systems,
the polyphase matrix of the analysis bank E(Z) is paraunitary, i.e.• E(z)E(z) = 1M • (501.
Characterization of such matrices is therefore useful. For 10 systems, this has already been
done and the results are well known. In this section. we will consider the 20 counterpart
of this topic. Recall from Sec. 1.2 that a causal, stable paraunitary system is also termed
as a lassless system.
Characterization of20 FIR losslesssystems. Similar to the 10 case, 20 causal systems
can be described by state space description. Several state space realizations have been
proposed for 20 causal systems. For the characterization of the 20 lossless systems, the
first-level realization [ 161, [57} and the Roesser realization (40J areof particular importance.
The 20 RR lossless systems have been successfully characteri7..ed in tenns of first-level
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realization [41. [51] and Roesser realizaLion [51]. Losslessness of a 2D system is directly
related to the realization matrices in these two types of state space description.
Factorization of2D FIR lossless systems. Recall in ID case. any lossless systems can be
factorized into degree-one building blocks. To address the issue of factorizing 2D lossless
systems. we need to define the degree of a 2D causal transfer matrix first. Consider a 2D
causal sy tern E(z), where z = (zo ZI l. If we hold Zo fixed, we can view E(z) as a ID
system in ZI and in this case we can define the degree of E(z) in ZI as in ID case. The
degree of E(z) in zo can be defined in a imilar manner. As in I D case, we are interested
y tern E(z) into systems of lower degree in Zo, ZI or in both
in factorizing a FIR lossle
variables. It can be shown that the factorizability of a 2D FIR lossless sy tern E(z) can
be tran lated into properties of first-level realization and Roesser realization [51). We will
al 0 present a ubclass of 2D FIR 10 less systems that can be expressed as a product of I D
FIR lossless systems [34].
The main purpose of thi section is to review some important developments of 2D FIR
10 Ie s systems. A brief review of 1D lossless systems is given in Sec. 8.1. Results on
ID lossles systems will be mentioned only when a related 2D result is to be discussed
in this paper. For a more thorough treatment of ID lossless system, the reader can refer
to Chapter 14, [50]. In Sec. 8.2, we introduce the first-level realization [16], [57] and the
Roe er realization [40). Then we characterize the 2D FIR 10 Ie system through these
two realizations. Results on factorization of 2D FIR 10 less systems [34], [23], [51], are
presented in Sec. 8.3.

8.1.

One-Dimensional FIR LossJess Matrices

Slate spaa description
Let E(z) be a I D M x M causal rational system that can be implemented with p delay
elements. Denote the output of the i th delay element by Xj (n) and let

= (xo(n)

x(n)

XI

(II)

Xp-l (II)

l .

Then the input u(l/) and output y(lI) of E(z) can be related by the following description.
x(n+ I)

=

Ax(n) + Bu(n)

yen) = Cx(n)

+ Du(n)

(8.1)

The quadruple (A. B. C, D) is called the state pace description of E(z) and the matrix

i called the realization matrix. It can be shown that any causal rational system E(z) has a
state space de cription a in (8.1). Also from (8. I), we can write E(z) as
E(z)

= C(zI -

A)-IB + D.
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where A is of dimension p x p. When p is equal 10 Ihe degree of £(1.). we say the state
space realiz.ation is minimal. Fig. 8.1 shows Ihe schematic of the Slale space description.
In the theorem below. we will see that FIR lossless systems can be characterized in tenns
of Iheir realization matrices {501.
ntEoRE.\of 8.1 FIR lossfess sysums and stat~ spac~ realization (46], 114]. A syst~m £(1.)

is FIR lossf~ss if and only if £(z) admits a minimal realization such that th~ realization
matrix R is unitary, i.e. R'R = L and A is strictly low~rtrian8ular. Mor~ov~r, th~ d~8ru
ofa lossfess system E(z) is equal 10 th~ degn~ of[dct £(z)l.
ntEoREM 8.2 Factorization ofFIR lossleu matrices (50]. An M x M FIR fossless system
E(l) with degree p can always befactoril~d as
(8.2)

where Eo is a M x M unitary moULT: and V~(1.) is an M x M FIR fossless
OM 8iv~/1

motrixof(J~gre~

by
(8.3)

8.2.
8.2.1.

Twa-d;m~nsjonal

FIR lossless matrices

First-lLv~1 R~aliZlllion

Let E(z) be a 20 causal ralional system. If we hold 1.0 fixed, we can view il as 10 syslem in
ll, with Ihe coefficients de~ndent on lo. Consider a I D realization of this system and letlhe
slate space realization be (A(lO), 8(lO). C(ZO). O(zo». Then the system can be expressed

as
(8.4)

This is tenned the first-level realization of E(z). Notice that A(:zo) is an n x n matrix
function of 1.0. The matrix

F(z ) = (1.(lO)
o
C(lO)

!(lO»)
D(zo)

is tenned the system matrix associated with this realization. The realization is called
minimal if n = JJ-. where II. is Ihe degree of E(z) in ll. The following result is shown in
14).[511·
ntEoREM 8.3 2D FIR lossless sysrems and first·leveJ realizarion The syst~m E(z) with
d~8ru p in ZO and J.,L in II is FIR loss/~ss ifand only ifther~ exists a m;nimal.first-/~v~l
realization such that the system matrix F(lO) is FIR lossless and all/he eigenvalues O/A(lO)
areOforallzo. In this case. F(ZO) has degree p.
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8.2.2.

Rot-sstr Realization

Roesser proposed the following state space description for 20 causal rational E(z) [5J, [40].

(

xo(no + I,
xI(no,1l1

o,nil) + Bu(no, nil,
nl») _A (xo(n
xI(nO,nl)

+ I)

So E(z) can be expressed as

E(,) =

D+C((";

,~J -ArB

(8.5)

Similar to ID case, the realization matrix R is defined as

Let E(z) be of degree p in to and,.,. in ZI. The realization is minimal if m = p and n = ,.,..
A schematic of the Roesser realization is shown in Fig. 8.2.
Before we characterize the 20 FIR lossless matrices in tenns of the Roesser realization, the
definition ofthe 20 characteristic polynomial is in order. The 20 characteristic polynomial
of a p x p matrix Q with partition (m, p - m) is

a",.,._.. (zo.

zd =

det [(

~'"

(8.6)

THEOREM 8.4 (51) A causal 2D transfer matrix E(z) is FIR lossless if and only if there

uists a minimal Roesser realization such that the realization matrix R is unitary and the
2D characteristic polynomial of A satisfies a p ." (Zo, Zl) = z6zf. Moreover. ifE(z) is FIR
lossless with degree p in Ul and,.,. in Zlo then det E(z) = cz;Pzl'" with Icj = 1.
8,3.

FactoriZ/ltion 0/2D FIR Losslesf Systems

In Ihis subsection, we present some results on the factorization of20 FIR lossless matrices.
We will see that a 20 causal FIR system E(z) can be factorized inlO FIR lossless systems
of lower degree in ZI if the first-level system matrix is of a certain fonn (Theorem 8.5).
Similarly, we will see that a 20 causal system E(z) can be factorized into FIR lossless
systems of lower degree in zo and Zl if the Roesser realization matrix is of a certain form
(llleorem 8.6). These IWO theorems are proved in 151]. Finally, in Theorem 8.7 we will
inlrOduce a subclass of 20 FIR lossless systems llIal can be factorized into the 10 building
blocks in (8.3). This subclass consists of 20 FIR lossless systems that have order one in zo
OTZI 134].
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Before we present the theorems. we look at a structure that leads to 20 FlR lossless
systems. A generali:tation of the factorization in (8.2) to 2D case is 1231. (51 J

E(z) = Vp(Z)Vp_1 (z) ... VI (z)Eo.

(8.1)

where Eo is unitary, and V,,(z) is a ID degree-one building block of the fonn V,,(ZO) or
V,,(ZI) as defined in (8.3). The systems constructed in lhis manner are FlR and lossless.
However. they only represent a subclass of 2D FIR lossless systems. The reason will follow
from Theorem 8.6 below.
THEOREM 8.5151 J A 2D FIR losslus system E(z) with degree fL inll can befactorizedas
E(z) = E I (Z)E2(Z). where E;(z) are ofdegree IL; in II and JL = fLl + ILl. ifand only ifE(z)
admits a minimal first.level realization such that all the following conditions are satisfied.

I. The system matrix F(zo) is FIR anti lossfus in zoo
2.

The matrix A(Zo) in (8.4) is block Iqwer triangular, i.e.
(8.8)

where x represent possibly nonzero polyrwmial in ZOI.
3.

The block matrix A;(Zo) is ofdimellsion !J.i x fLl and all the eigenvalues o(AI(zo) are
Ofor all zoo

A corollary of Ihis theorem is that AR lossless E(z) can be factorized into matrices of
degree-one in Zl if and only if A(zo) is strictly lower triangular.
THEOREM 8.6151] Let E(z) be a 20 FIR lossless system with degree P in LO and IL in Zl.
It can be factorized as E(z) = EI(Z)~(Z), where Ei(z) are of degree p, in zo anti ILl in
ZI with P
PI + P2 anti JL
ILl + IL2. if and only if the following holds: E(z) should
admit a minimal Roesser realization (A. B. C. D) such that all the following conditions are
satisfied.

=

=

I.

The realization matrix R is unitary.

2.

The matrix A in (8.5) is oftheform

A=

A"

0

X

A21
Q

( AI)
X

An

where x represent possibly nonlero entry.
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3.

The matrix Ai =

(1:~

1::)

with partition (Pi, !1-;) has characteristic polynomial

~P•• IL. (z) = Z~I zjl.

A corollary of this theorem i that FIR lossless E(z) can be factorized into ID degree-one
building block as in (8.7) ifandonly if A is of the form A = pTLP, wherePisa permutation
matrix and L is strictly lower triangular.
THEOREM 8.7 [34) Let E(z) be a lossless system oforder one ill Zo
I

E(z) =

N

L L e( o. f11)zonOzin,.
fI

n=O 111=0

Then E(z) is ofthe form E(z) = Go(zo)F(z dG 1 (zo). where F(ZI), Go(zo) and G 1(zo) are
1D FIR lossless systems.

By Theorem 8.2. F(Zl), Go(zo) and G l (zo) can be faclorized into the t D building block in
(8.3). So the subclass of 2D FIR lossles y tems that has order one in Zo can be expressed
as the product of the tD building block in (8.3). Notice that there is no restriction on the
order of Zl.
Rellwrk. Theorem 8.5 and Theorem 8.6 provide Ihe necessary and sufficient condition for
Ihe factorizability of 2D lossless syslems. In Theorem 8.5, we see that a 2D lossless syslem
E(z) can be faelOrized into systems of lower degrees in Zo or Zl if and only if E(z) admits
a minimal first-level realization that sali fies those three conditions described in Theorem
8.5. However, there is no y tematic approach to test whether E(z) admits such a first-level
realization. Similarly, Theorem 8.6 states that a 2D lossless system E(z) can be factorized
inlo y terns of lower degrees in Zo and ZI if and only if E(z) admits a minimal Roesser
realization that satisfies those three conditions described in Theorem 8.6. Again. lhere i
no systemalic approach to te I whether E(z) admits such a Roes er realization.
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